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Abstract

The present work focuses on the investigation of two types of new materials,

phosphorescent and near-infrared, for the fabrication of solution-processible Organic

Light-Emitting Diodes (OLEDs).

After the introduction of the theoretical background in the first part, the second part

concentrates on phosphorescent OLEDs based on copper transition metal complexes.

The photophysical properties of the copper complexes, the phosphorescent host and

the interlayers were studied before the fabrication of phosphorescent OLEDs. Despite

the various colours exhibited by the metal complexes all devices emit white light. The

possible formation of an exciplex at the guest/host interface was thus investigated.

Finally the influence of the solvent on the morphologies of the films and the

performances of the devices were studied.

The third part focuses on near-infrared OLEDs obtained by using two different

strategies. First by using a near-infrared copolymer emitting at 880 nm and

incorporating it in green and red hosts and second by the creation of what is believed to

be an exciplex at the interface between a hole injection layer and twisted organic

molecules that emit at 515 and 540 nm. In both cases pure infra-red light above 800 nm

was achieved.
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1 Introduction

Organic light-emitting diode (OLED) is a fast growing technology based on the

principle of electroluminescence. Electroluminescence was first reported in organic

semiconductors by Pope et al. in 1963 [1], but the commercial potential was not realised

until 1987 when Tang and VanSlyke of Kodak reported efficient low voltage

electroluminescence in an organic thin-film device [2]. Later Friend and co-workers

reached a new milestone by incorporating polymers instead of small molecules as the

emitting layer [3]. Since these discoveries tremendous progress has been made in

materials and manufacturing techniques and today several companies are sharing the

lucrative market of producing OLED displays. They are mostly used in mobile phones,

MP3 players and even televisions. The total annual sales are over $ 1 billion [4] and

billions of dollars are, still, invested in the development of this technology.

OLED technology offers many advantages over traditional liquid crystal displays

(LCDs) and plasma screens. First of all their design is much simpler thanks to the fact

that OLED displays are self-luminescent. No backlighting and colour filters are thus

required allowing thinner and lighter devices. Since no backlighting is needed and no

power is drawn by black OLED pixels, OLED displays required lower power consumption

than LCDs. Besides the colour of an OLED can be tuned easily and thus filters are no

longer needed. Furthermore, OLEDs are exhibiting better response time (0.01 ms against

2 ms), better contrast and better viewing angles and offer the possibility of transparent,

thin and flexible screens opening the way to new applications. However, the biggest

challenges OLEDs manufacturers must face are their degradation in air making high

quality encapsulation compulsory and the upscaling needed to enter mass production.

However, despite the successful commercialization of OLED displays and lighting

products, many aspects are not well-understood and researchers are, still, working on

new materials, processes and explanations.
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After introducing in part I the theoretical background needed to understand the

present work (chapter 2) and the experimental techniques (chapter 3), the

optoelectronic properties of some new materials are presented in parts II and III.

Part II focuses on phosphorescent OLEDs based on transition metal complexes

synthesised by Claudia Bizzarri from the University of Münster (Germany), group of Luisa

De Cola. These complexes have the particularity of incorporating copper, allowing cheap

and non-toxic electroluminescent materials with relatively short excited-state lifetimes,

high emission quantum yields and appropriate HOMO/LUMO energies. The polymeric

matrix, the hole and electron injection layer were extensively investigated (chapter 5) in

an attempt to explain the photophysical properties of the devices (chapter 6). Eventually

chapter 7 focuses on the importance of the choice of the solvent.

Finally part III concentrates on near-infrared devices. In chapter 8, a near-infrared

emitting copolymer, synthesized by Dietrich Breusov from the University of Wuppertal

(Germany), group of Ulrich Scherf is studied in several polymeric hosts. And in chapter 9

near infrared emission was obtained using twisted molecules synthesized by Sunil

Choudhary, University of Freiburg (Germany); group of Aurelio Mateo Alonso, molecules

which originally emit in the visible.
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conjugated materials to devices

conjugated materials

Organic electronics is based on π-conjugated materials that are organic materials

based on carbon and hydrogen atoms, in other words, hydrocarbons. The electronic

structure of a carbon atom is 1s22s22p2. According to the valence bond theory

conjugated materials carbon atoms present a sp2 hybridization resulting from

he 2s orbital with two 2p orbitals (2px and 2py). The last 2p orbital (2p

not hybridized and forms a π bond. The three axes of the sp2 orbitals are a

plane and thus form a planar molecule with angles of 120° (see Figure 2

b)

a) Representation of the three sp
2

orbitals b) Representation of the overlap of the p orbitals

forming a π and π* orbital. The σ orbitals are shown in the upper figure, but have been removed from the 

Reprinted with permission from [5]. Copyright © 2007, John Wiley and Sons

If we now consider the ethylene molecule (CH2=CH2) formed by two carbon

orbitals, we find that the carbon-hydrogen bonds arise

orbitals and the two carbon atoms form two different bonds: one from the sp

and the other from the 2pz orbital.

The overlapping of two sp2 atomic orbitals generates two new molecular orbitals, a

bonding orbital σ and an antibonding orbital σ*. The bonding orbital has a lower energy 

conjugated materials to devices
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hydrocarbons. The electronic

valence bond theory, in

resulting from the
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orbitals are all in the same

2-1).

orbitals b) Representation of the overlap of the p orbitals

forming a π and π* orbital. The σ orbitals are shown in the upper figure, but have been removed from the 

Copyright © 2007, John Wiley and Sons.

) formed by two carbon atoms

arise from the sp2

orbitals and the two carbon atoms form two different bonds: one from the sp2 orbital

atomic orbitals generates two new molecular orbitals, a

bonding orbital σ and an antibonding orbital σ*. The bonding orbital has a lower energy 



than the original atomic orbital and the antibonding orbital has a higher energy and

remains empty in the groun

the molecular orbitals σ are very stable and give rigidity to the molecule. 

consequence it is very difficult to excite an electron to the σ* orbital.

The pz orbital is perpendicular to the

two parallel 2pz orbitals

(π) orbital and an antibonding (π*) orbital. Due to the small overlapping of the atomic 

orbitals 2pz, the molecular orbitals π and π* are close in energy.

Thus the distance between the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) and the

Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orb

The resulting energy gap is of such magnitude that the materials are then considered

semiconductors.

When a molecule is conjugated

double and single bonds,

between two particular carbon atoms but

common example of this phenomenon

Figure 2-2 On the left, chemical structure of benzene and on the right, t

overlap to form three bonding orbitals (a), (b) and (c). The three orbitals superimposed are shown in (d).

Reprinted with permission from
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than the original atomic orbital and the antibonding orbital has a higher energy and

remains empty in the ground state. Due to the large overlap of the atomic orbitals sp

the molecular orbitals σ are very stable and give rigidity to the molecule. 

it is very difficult to excite an electron to the σ* orbital.

orbital is perpendicular to the plane of the sp2 orbitals (see

s of the molecule overlap to generate two new orbitals, a bonding

and an antibonding (π*) orbital. Due to the small overlapping of the atomic 

, the molecular orbitals π and π* are close in energy.

the distance between the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) and the

Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) is reduced in the presence of π bonds.

The resulting energy gap is of such magnitude that the materials are then considered

When a molecule is conjugated, that is when there is a sequence of alternating

double and single bonds, the π electrons are no longer localised in specific double bonds

between two particular carbon atoms but are spread out, or delocalis

mmon example of this phenomenon (see Figure 2-2).

On the left, chemical structure of benzene and on the right, the six p orbitals of benzene

overlap to form three bonding orbitals (a), (b) and (c). The three orbitals superimposed are shown in (d).

Reprinted with permission from [5]. Copyright © 2007, John Wiley and Sons.
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of the atomic orbitals sp2,

the molecular orbitals σ are very stable and give rigidity to the molecule. As a

see Figure 2-1). The

of the molecule overlap to generate two new orbitals, a bonding

and an antibonding (π*) orbital. Due to the small overlapping of the atomic 

the distance between the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) and the

is reduced in the presence of π bonds.

The resulting energy gap is of such magnitude that the materials are then considered
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overlap to form three bonding orbitals (a), (b) and (c). The three orbitals superimposed are shown in (d).
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Due to this delocalization, the energy levels of π and π* associated with the double 

bonds are modified and the molecule is stabilized. When the number of carbon atoms is

increased, the delocalization of the π and π* orbitals become longer and thus the energy 

difference between π and π* decreases. The band model in which the two bands are 

called HOMO (π) and LUMO (π*) can be approximated. The energy difference between 

the HOMO and the LUMO is called bandgap. The approximation is particularly accurate

for defect-free and highly-ordered crystals of conjugated ‘small’ molecules. Conjugated

polymers on the other hand are often considered rather unordered so that hopping

transport often provides a more precise description of charge transport phenomena.

In the present thesis, the large majority of materials used are conjugated materials.

Conjugated materials are generally divided into two categories: small molecules and

polymers. Small molecules are mostly defined as low molecular mass materials and can

be thermally-evaporated or solution-processed (for the soluble ones) whereas polymers

are long chains of molecules which are solution-processed. Solution processing offers

the possibility of large area low cost production but at the moment

thermally-evaporated devices exhibit better characteristics than solution-processed

ones.

In organic electronics not only are intramolecular interactions of tremendous

importance but intermolecular interactions have to be taken into account as well. These

interactions are of a different nature and are introduced in part 2.8.

2.2 What is an Organic Light-Emitting Diode?

An Organic Light-Emitting Diode (OLED) is basically a thin film of 100 to 150 nm of

organic material sandwiched between two electrodes. Organic electroluminescent

materials are all based on π-conjugated molecules (see part 2.1) and are not highly 

conductive [6]. Charge carrier density is obtained when an electron is added or removed

(reduction or oxidation), indeed, this extra electron or missing electron (hole) installed

on a π or π* orbital can easily relocate along the molecule thus creating a very efficient 
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injection barriers. After diffusion, either the exciton recombines radiatively emitting a

photon or decays non-radiatively

Figure 2-3 Energy level scheme of an OLED with applied bias.
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transport limited to the molecule dimension or several molecular units for the case of

conjugated polymers. But to cross thick barriers, electron and hole have to jump

. Light is produced by the recombination of holes and electrons

injected at the electrodes. When a voltage is applied between the electrodes,

charges are injected into the organic material: holes from the anode and electrons from

the cathode. Then, the charges move inside the material, generally by hopping

processes and then recombine to form excitons (see Figure 2-3). The location of the

recombination zone in the diode differs according to the charge mobilities and the

injection barriers. After diffusion, either the exciton recombines radiatively emitting a

radiatively.

Energy level scheme of an OLED with applied bias.

The colour of the photon depends on the energy difference between the highest

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

(LUMO) levels of the electroluminescent molecule. The wavelength of the light emission

can thus be controlled by the extent of the conjugation in the molecule/polymer. For

efficient hole injection from the anode, a low barrier is required in respect of the HOMO

level of the organic material (typically 5-6 eV). ITO is usually used as an

of its high work function as well as its good transparency in the visible region

cathode side, a low barrier for electrons is needed in respect of the LUMO level of the

organic material (typically 2-3 eV). This criterion is fulfilled by low work function metals

such as calcium, silver and aluminium.

lecular units for the case of

, electron and hole have to jump [7]

recombination of holes and electrons

When a voltage is applied between the electrodes,

holes from the anode and electrons from

the cathode. Then, the charges move inside the material, generally by hopping

he location of the

recombination zone in the diode differs according to the charge mobilities and the

injection barriers. After diffusion, either the exciton recombines radiatively emitting a

depends on the energy difference between the highest

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

(LUMO) levels of the electroluminescent molecule. The wavelength of the light emission

of the conjugation in the molecule/polymer. For

efficient hole injection from the anode, a low barrier is required in respect of the HOMO

an anode because

transparency in the visible region. On the

cathode side, a low barrier for electrons is needed in respect of the LUMO level of the

by low work function metals



With only one layer between the cathode and the anode

Indeed, the mobility of charge carriers

holes typically have a higher mobility than electrons

trapped in presence of o

the cathode leading to a diminution of the device efficiencies because of non

deexcitation at the interface. One of the solutions applied in this work

interlayers. All devices have been made with the follow

with or without interlayers

Figure 2-4 Schematic of the sandwich structure OLED

2.3 Experimental step

2.3.1 ITO substrates

The substrates were

(~150 nm thick) already conveniently etched by

used in organic electronic because of its good transpare

visible [10]), high conductivit

materials [11]. It is usually deposited by sputtering, evaporation or

deposition [12-14].

The first steps in the fabrication process

the oxygen plasma treatment in order to further clean the surface from impurities,

increase the work function, lower the s
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layer between the cathode and the anode, yield

the mobility of charge carriers within the same material is usually

e a higher mobility than electrons [8]. Indeed electrons are easily

trapped in presence of oxygen [9]. Therefore, the recombination zone is located near

the cathode leading to a diminution of the device efficiencies because of non

interface. One of the solutions applied in this work

es have been made with the following type of structure

with or without interlayers:

Schematic of the sandwich structure OLED.

Experimental steps of the fabrication of an OLED

strates and oxygen plasma treatment

were made of glass covered with an indium tin oxide (ITO)

nm thick) already conveniently etched by Visiontek Systems LTD

used in organic electronic because of its good transparency (transmission

), high conductivity and high efficiency as a hole injector into organic

usually deposited by sputtering, evaporation or

the fabrication process were the cleaning of the ITO substrate and

oxygen plasma treatment in order to further clean the surface from impurities,

increase the work function, lower the sheet resistance of the electrode and increase the

yields are very low.

usually very different,

Indeed electrons are easily

tion zone is located near

the cathode leading to a diminution of the device efficiencies because of non-radiative

interface. One of the solutions applied in this work is the use of

of structure (Figure 2-4)

of the fabrication of an OLED

indium tin oxide (ITO) layer

Visiontek Systems LTD. ITO is widely

ncy (transmission of 90 % in the

injector into organic

usually deposited by sputtering, evaporation or pulsed laser

the cleaning of the ITO substrate and

oxygen plasma treatment in order to further clean the surface from impurities,

heet resistance of the electrode and increase the
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surface polarity enabling a good adhesion with polar polymers [11]. Oxygen plasma

techniques are used since the late 1950s to remove organics in vacuum deposition

techniques [15]. Plasmas are generated at subatmospheric pressures of oxygen and

create highly reactive ions that bombard the surface and react with organics forming

volatile species such as CO. The effect of oxygen plasma was investigated by several

groups [10, 11, 14] and they always concluded on the tremendous importance of this

step in the fabrication of stable and efficient OLEDs.

2.3.2 PEDOT:PSS

PEDOT:PSS (Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonic acid)) (Figure

2-5) was subsequently spin-coated on the top of the treated ITO.

PEDOT is a polymer that is insoluble in water and that exhibits: high conductivity (ca.

550 S.cm-1 [16]), good thin-film transparency, and high stability in its oxidised state. To

overcome the low solubility of pure PEDOT, a colloidal suspension in water containing

poly(styrene sulfonic acid) (PSS) is added. PEDOT:PSS presents good film-forming

properties, a conductivity of ca. 10 S.cm-1, high visible-light transmission, and relatively

good stability [16].

Figure 2-5 Structure of PEDOT (left) and PSS (right).

PEDOT:PSS serves as an ameliorating coating for indium tin oxide (ITO) as it allows to

overcome a lot of the drawbacks of ITO by raising its work function (from 4.8 eV to

5.2 eV [17]), improving the adhesion of the organic layers and reducing its surface

roughness by forming a smooth layer and thus preventing electrical shorts. It is also
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reported that its use reduces the batch to batch variability and enhances the operating

lifetimes and efficiencies [18-21].

However, PEDOT:PSS presents some drawbacks such as its chemical interactions

with some organic materials and ITO due to its acidic nature [22] as well as its

degradation when it is forced to pass an electron (as opposed to hole) current.

Furthermore, exciton quenching is occurring at the interface between PEDOT:PSS and

the active layer which leads to a decrease in the efficiency of the devices [23]. One

solution to counter this problem is to use electron-blocking/hole-transporting interlayer

between PEDOT:PSS and the active layer [18].

PEDOT:PSS is available commercially with different ratio of PEDOT and PSS and in

different concentration. In this thesis, a 2.8 wt. % dispersion of PEDOT:PSS purchased

from Sigma-Aldrich was used with a PEDOT content of ~0.14 % and PSS content of

~2.6 %.

After the deposition of the PEDOT:PSS films via spin-coating the samples were

annealed in nitrogen atmosphere at 180°C for 10 minutes leading to 80 nm films. If the

film of PEDOT:PSS would have been dried in air it would have uptaked water again. The

release of water in functional devices would be a severe source of degradation as water

might corrode the metallic contacts or oxidize the adjacent organic layer [19].

2.3.3 Active layer and interlayer

The active layer was subsequently spin-coated. The polymer/small molecule needs

to dissolve in the chosen solvent and the film formed by spin-coating needs to be

pinhole-free. The concentration and the solvent need to be chosen carefully in order to

obtain the desired thickness of 100 nm. The layer thicknesses were measured with a

mechanical profilometer (Dektak).

Hole-transporting interlayers physically separate PEDOT:PSS from the active layer

and thus prevent electrons from passing through PEDOT:PSS as well as chemical

interactions between PEDOT:PSS and the active layer.
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Ideally hole-transporting layers (HTL) present high hole mobilities, a HOMO level

close to the work function of PEDOT:PSS for an easy hole injection and a high LUMO to

block electrons [18].

Electron-transporting layers (ETL) can be used on top of the active layer to help the

injection and the transport of electrons and in most cases to act as a hole-blocking layer

as well.

2.3.4 Cathode

The top electrode consisted of calcium capped with aluminium and was deposited

via thermal evaporation at a pressure of ~10-6 mbar and with an evaporation rate

between 0.4 and 2 Å/s.

Deposition rates are monitored by a quartz crystal monitor that oscillates at a

resonance frequency which is dependent on the mass and, therefore, on the thickness

of the film deposited onto it. For OLEDs the most common cathode is calcium capped

with aluminium to prevent its oxidation.

During the evaporation of calcium, the high vacuum allows vapour particles to travel

directly to the cooled substrate where they condense back to a solid state. The calcium

atoms reach the polymer film with enough thermal energy to migrate and diffuse into

the polymer surface. During this process the metal forms Ca2+ ions and donates

electrons to the π-system of the polymer. In case of a large amount of oxygen on the 

surface or in the atmosphere, a layer of calcium oxide is formed [24]. The interfacial

region between the polymer and the metal layer is estimated to be between 2 and

4 nm thick [25, 26].

The same evaporation technique was used for the deposition of aluminium and the

organic layers.
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2.4 Charge injection

The first step to obtain emission of light from an OLED is the injection of charge

carriers into the device. These charges (electron and holes) need to overcome the

energetic barrier formed at the interface metal/organic material. This is the reason why

high work function anodes and low work function cathodes are desirable.

The two main attempts to model the injection of charges in organic materials are

the Richardson-Schottky thermionic emission and the Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling [27,

28] that were initially developed for inorganic materials. The different models are more

detailed by Braun in [29].

The Richardson-Schottky model is based on the assumption that an electron from

the metal can be injected once it has acquired a thermal energy sufficient to cross the

barrier. It is dependent on the temperature and the electric field applied.

The Fowler-Nordheim model ignores image charge effects and assumes tunnelling of

electrons independent of the temperature. This model is used for high metal/organic

barriers whereas the Richardson-Schottky model is used for low metal/organic barriers.

However, it is difficult to extend these models from bandtype materials to

disordered organic materials where mobilities are low and charge carriers are localised.

Researchers are thus, still, working on improving or developing models for charge

injection [30-34].

2.5 Importance of the interfaces

As seen in the previous part, the injection of charge carriers depends on the metals

used for the electrodes and the HOMO/LUMO of the materials. However, interface

mechanisms with organic materials are complicated to predict due to the morphology of

the films and the fact that the molecules can be polarised.

Ultraviolet Photoemission Spectroscopy (UPS) measurements have shown that

dipoles are created when the materials are brought into contact (see Figure 2-6) and

thus invalidate the vacuum level alignment rule (the vacuum level of the materials



aligned on contact) [35

such as chemical reaction, polarization at the metal interface, formation of gap states in

the organic material, orientation of molec

modify the energetic barrier from 0.5 to 1
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35, 36]. The formation of this dipole is due to different mechanisms

such as chemical reaction, polarization at the metal interface, formation of gap states in

the organic material, orientation of molecular dipoles, etc. [37, 38]. These dipole

modify the energetic barrier from 0.5 to 1 eV.

Metal/organic interface energy diagram a) without and b) with an interface dipole

are the electron and hole barriers, ΦM the metal work function, Evac the vacuum levels, EA the
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the work function of the metal whereas the charge transfer is dominated by the

activation energy.

The charge carrier mobility depends on the average distance and the charge transfer

rate between the neighbouring hopping sites. Hole transport can be described as “an

electric field driven chain of reversible redox reactions where neutral molecules or groups

will repetitively transfer an electron to their positively charged cation radical neighbours

in the direction of an electric field” [39]. This transport is not considered ionic because

matter is not displaced during the process.

Trapping occurs in the presence of hopping sites that require larger energy input to

release the charge carrier than the majority of hopping sites or in other words when a

molecule presents a lower ionization potential (Ip)/ higher electron affinity (Ae) than the

other molecules in the close surrounding.

The mechanism of trapping can then be explained by adding a very small amount of

an organic material to another as Pai did in 1984 [39]. He took two organic materials

with known hole mobility: TPD and PVK (see Figure 2-7). He knew that TPD presented a

higher hole mobility than PVK and observed that the addition of a small amount of TPD

in a PVK matrix reduced the hole mobility. The addition of more TPD further reduces the

hole mobility to a minimum value and from this point onwards the addition of more TPD

causes an increase in the hole mobility until it reaches the hole mobility of pure TPD. It

shows that once this critical concentration is reached, charge transport occurs via TPD

sites exclusively and that PVK acts as an inert matrix only. However, at low TPD/PVK

ratios charge transport proceeds primarily via PVK and TPD acts as traps releasing the

charge carriers slowly. The charge carrier migration will stop at the site of molecules

with lower ionization potentials and will need to gain enough thermal energy to be

released.
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Figure 2-7 Schematics of hopping via high ionization potential compound in the presence of a low

ionization potential compound: (a) hopping via high-Ip material (no dopant); (b) hopping via high-Ip material

in the presence of a small amount of a low-Ip compound (trapping at the sites of low Ip); (c) hopping via

both low-Ip and high-Ip material; (d) hopping via low-Ip compound exclusively. Reprinted with permission

from Pai et al. [39]. Copyright © 1984 American Chemical Society.

2.7 Energy transfer: the exciton diffusion

When an electron and a hole recombine an exciton (electrically neutral quasiparticle

where the bound electrons and holes are attracted to each other by the electrostatic

Coulomb force) is formed. In case of organic materials, because the dielectric constant is

low, the exciton is called Frenkel exciton. After its formation and before its deexcitation,

an exciton can transfer its energy to a neighbour molecule. This is called the exciton

diffusion.

Exciton diffusion is an energy transport process between molecules. Three different

mechanisms of energy transfer were reported:

The simplest one is the trivial transfer and occurs when a donor emits a photon that

is then absorbed by an acceptor. Obviously a good transfer implies that the acceptor

absorbs where the donor emits.

The second one is called Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) [40] (see Figure

2-8 (a)) and assumes the exchange of a virtual photon between two point dipoles. This

model is for spin-allowed optical transitions only (singlet to singlet or triplet to singlet)
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and the rate mostly depends on the spectral overlap between the emission of
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2.8 Interchain interactions

When the chains of a conjugated polymer are isolated in solution, it is well accepted

that photoexcitation creates only singlet intrachain excitons. However, when the

polymer chains are in contact in a film, interchain interactions also take place making

the interpretation of the emission spectra much more complex [42].

2.8.1 Interactions in the excited states: exciplexes, excimer and

polaron pairs

In type II heterojunction [43], exciplexes are often formed and are of a particular

interest as they can allow the fabrication of very efficient devices. Exciplexes result from

a transfer of electronic charges between the LUMO of a donor or an acceptor and the

HOMO of an acceptor or a donor respectively [44]. When the molecular components of

the exciplex are the same, the excited complex is called excimer. There are molecular

associates that exist only in excited electronic states and are, therefore, detectable only

in emission spectra [45].

The formation of an exciplex results from the fact that a D-*-A complex exhibits an

enhanced stabilization compared to a D-A ground state complex, which can be explained

by the molecular orbital interactions (see Figure 2-9). We can see that in the case of a

ground state DA pair two electrons are destabilized and two electrons are stabilized.

Consequently there is no gain in energy resulting from the formation of a DA pair.

Whereas in the case of a D-*-A exciplex one electron is destabilized and three electrons

are stabilized, thus, the formation of exciplex involves a gain in energy. This comparison

shows that the formation of a supramolecular complex is energetically favourable; the

only problems occurring are the strength of the excimer or exciplex bonding [46].
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Orbital interactions of a) DA ground state pairs and b) D-*-A exciplexes.

Turro et al. [46]. Copyright 2009, Mill Valley, California. All rights reserved.

Since exciplexes and excimers are distinct species they possess distinct

photophysical and photochemical properties. If exciplexes are present they

principle exhibit fluorescence (singlet exciplexes) or phosphorescence (triplet exciplexes)

and the emission from the exciplexes should be different from the excited species alone.

The lifetime of an excimer is very short whereas exciplexes exhibit longer lifetimes than

the excited species alone due to their low oscillation strength. Excimer and exciplex

fluorescence both exhibit broad structureless bands at longer wavelength than the

monomer fluorescence emission [47].

In devices, exciplexes are formed at the heterojunction. Morteani et al.

developed a model to explain the electronic processes at the heterojunction and

two mechanisms for electron-hole capture at a type II hete

. The first possibility is the injection of one of the charges into the opposite

polymer and the formation of an intramolecular exciton, the second possibility is the

interfacial exciplex state via a barrier-free electron capture.

exciplex can diffuse on one of the polymer and recombine or either recombines

interface and emits a photon. This fast barrier free capture could explain the high

served in some devices [48].

A exciplexes. Reproduced with

Copyright 2009, Mill Valley, California. All rights reserved.
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and the emission from the exciplexes should be different from the excited species alone.
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Morteani et al. [48]

developed a model to explain the electronic processes at the heterojunction and

type II heterojunction (see
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free electron capture. Then the

recombines at the

This fast barrier free capture could explain the high-
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Figure 2-10 Illustration of the two mechanisms for electron-hole capture. Electrons and holes are

transported through their respective transport materials and accumulate at the heterojunction. a) Injection

of one of the charges into the opposite polymer enables charge capture within the polymer bulk and

formation of intramolecular excitons. b) Barrier-free electron-hole capture directly produces a neutral

excited-state, the exciplex, without prior injection of a charge carrier into the opposite polymer. The

exciplex can either be thermally activated and transferred to the bulk exciton, leading to exciton

electroluminescence or, with small oscillator strength, it can also decay radiatively and emit red-shifted

exciplex electroluminescence. Reprinted with permission from [48]. Copyright 2006 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH

& Co. KGaA.

A polaron pair or “spatially indirect exciton” [49-52] is a Coulomb pair of two

oppositely charged polarons located on adjacent chains (charge separation). They are

similar to π-dimers except that the binding is mainly coulombic whereas for dimers the 

binding is due to lattice relaxation [53]. It is often described as a step between separated

polarons and exciton [54, 55]. Polaron pairs are distinguished from excimers and

exciplexes by the fact that they represent single quasi particles with coherent

wavefunctions [47, 56].

2.8.2 Interactions in both ground states and excited states:

aggregation (dimer)

While exciplexes, excimers and polaron pairs exist only in the excited state,

interchain interactions such as aggregates may lead to ground-state interactions [42, 47,
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57]. Aggregates are usually formed from a forced proximity of two (in this case it is

called a dimer) or more molecules and the wavefunctions of both the ground and

excited states are delocalized over multiple chains. The aggregate is, therefore, directly

accessible spectroscopically and is characterized by a broad, featureless and red-shifted

emission. The origin of the red shift is due to the fact that the delocalization of the

excited-state wave function upon aggregate formation lowers the energy relative to the

single-chain exciton. Furthermore, the small overlap between the delocalized excited

state with the single-chain ground-state wave function leads to a small Franck Condon

factor and hence a long radiative lifetime and low luminescence quantum efficiency [42,

51, 58-62].

2.9 Efficiencies and CIE coordinates

To convert the light output from photons to photometric units, such as candela and

lumen, the spectral profile needs to be measured. Once the spectral shape is known, the

overlap integral with the luminosity function can be calculated.

Indeed, most applications of organic light-emitting diodes are related to visible light

emission (e.g. illumination, signs and displays). That is the reason why the optical

characteristics of OLEDs are usually given and compared in photometric units (not

radiometric). Photometry is essentially radiometry normalised to the spectral response

of the eye. The spectral response of the human eye under daylight conditions (photoptic

response) was standardized by the Commission Internationale de l'Éclairage (CIE) in

1924.

The sensitivity of the human eye depends on the wavelength of the light. Indeed,

the retina contains two sorts of sensors: the rods, responsible for the luminance, and

the cones, measuring the colour. Three types of cones form what is called a tristimulus

measuring system which is based on the three primary colours: blue, green and

red/orange. In 1931 the Commission Internationale de l'Éclairage created the first

mathematically defined colour spaces called CIE XYZ [63].
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In the XYZ system Y is the brightness, Z is quasi-equal to blue simulation and X is

quasi-equal to red simulation. The colour matching functions ( λ), ( λ), ( λ) can be 

assimilated to weight factors. The colours are obtained by mixing the three standard

primaries:

C = ( λ) X + ( λ) Y + ( λ) Z (2.1)

generally written

C = XX + YY + ZZ (2.2)

If I(λ) is the spectral power distribution, the three coordinates XYZ are given by: 

ܺ = න )ܫ λ)
ஶ



xത( λ)dλ (2.3)

ܻ = න )ܫ λ)
ஶ



yത( λ)dλ (2.4)

ܼ = න )ܫ λ)
ஶ



zത( λ)dλ (2.5)

where λ is the wavelength of the equivalent chromatic light in nanometres. 

The chromaticity of a colour is specified by the two derived parameters x and y.

=ݔ
ܺ

ܺ + ܻ+ ܼ
(2.6)

=ݕ
ܻ

ܺ + ܻ+ ܼ
(2.7)

x and y can then be placed on the CIE 1931 colour space chromaticity diagram (see

Figure 2-11).
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Figure 2-11 CIE 1931 colour space chromaticity diagram. Reprinted from [64].

The efficiency of OLEDs is mainly characterized by three values:

 The most commonly used value is the external quantum efficiency EQE or ηext

(in %) defined as the ratio between the number of emitted photons and the

number of injected electrons. It can also be described as the product of the

internal quantum efficiency ηint (number of photons emitted inside the OLED

divided by the number of electrons injected) times the out-coupling efficiency χ 

௫௧ߟ = ௧ߟ߯ (2.8)

where the internal quantum efficiency is dependent on the device architecture

and the material properties of the OLED:

௧ߟ = ߟߚߛ (2.9)

with γ the number of excitons formed per injected unitary charge, β the number 

of emissive excitons over the total number of generated excitons, ηPL the

photoluminescence quantum efficiency defined as the ratio between the

number of radiative transitions and the number of total transitions from the

excited state to the ground state in a given material.

The elementary processes for charge recombination, production of excitons, internal

and external light emission in an OLED are shown in Figure 2-12.



Figure 2-12 Elementary processes for charge recombination, production of excitons, internal and

external light emission in an OLED
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Elementary processes for charge recombination, production of excitons, internal and

external light emission in an OLED.

The current efficiency ηc (in cd/A) is defined by the ratio of the luminance

(luminous intensity per unit area) and the current density J flowing through the

=
݉ݑܮ ݅݊ ܽ݊ ܿ݁ (ܿ݀ /݉ ଶ)

݉/ܣ)ܬ ଶ)
=
݊ܫ ݁ݐ ݕݐ݅ݏ݊

݁ݎݎݑܥ ݐ݊
(ܣ/݀ܥ)

The luminous efficiency ηlum (in lm/W) gives the ratio of total light output in

lumens to the electrical power in Watts.

௨ߟ =
∅
ܸ ∙ ܫ

( ݈݉ݑ ݁݊ /ܹ ) ∝
ߟ
ܸ

the luminous flux, V the operating voltage and I the current

The quantum efficiency is a radiometric value, whereas the current and the

are photometric values. As a consequence the same quantum

efficiency for a red, green and blue emitting OLED gives strongly different current and

luminous efficiencies, due to a different luminous efficacy of radiation

luminous flux by the corresponding radiant flux) of the three LEDs.

Elementary processes for charge recombination, production of excitons, internal and

defined by the ratio of the luminance

flowing through the

(2.10)

(in lm/W) gives the ratio of total light output in

(2.11)

and I the current.

The quantum efficiency is a radiometric value, whereas the current and the

the same quantum

strongly different current and

of radiation (quotient of the
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From these equations we can devise different strategies for increasing the quantum

efficiency:

1 - Increasing the number of excitons formed by enhancing the electron/hole

balance. This can be achieved by improving the charge injection with hole and electron-

injecting/transporting layers and by improving the charge transport with new high

mobility materials.

2 - Increasing the number of radiative excitons by increasing the number of singlet

excitons and by converting triplet excitons into radiative species.

3 - Suppressing non-radiative decay channels by preventing aggregation quenching,

reducing electrode quenching and contaminations.

In the present thesis several of these strategies were used: the incorporation of hole

and electron-transporting layers and the use of phosphorescent copper-based

complexes.
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3 Experimental techniques

The present chapter describes the experimental methods used to characterise the

materials and the devices depicted in the present thesis. This includes the

photophysical, electrical and electrochemical techniques. The electrochemical

measurements reported here were carried out in the chemistry department of

University College London (UCL) with the help of Daren J. Caruana.

3.1 UV-Vis spectroscopy

UV-Vis spectroscopy is a molecular absorption spectroscopy. When atoms or

molecules absorb a photon in the visible or ultraviolet radiation, the electrons are

promoted from their ground state to an excited state. The type of excitation depends on

the wavelength of the light. Electrons are promoted to higher orbitals by ultraviolet or

visible light, pure vibrations are excited by infrared light, and pure rotations by

microwaves [65].

A spectrometer is an instrument which measures the reflection or absorbance

(transmittance) characteristics of a sample [66]. The spectrometer used at UCL is an

Agilent 8453 and allows the measurement of the transmittance of the light between 190

and 1100 nm.

In the molecular system, UV-Vis spectroscopy deals with electronic transitions. Every

electronic transition is characterized by the excitation of an electron from one energy

level to a higher energy level. All the electronic transitions involved are: σ→σ*, π→σ*, 

n→σ*, n→π*, π→π* as shown in Figure 3-1. 
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σ and π are bonding orbitals 

σ* and π* are anti-bonding 

orbitals

n is a non-bonding orbital

Figure 3-1 Possible electronic transitions in UV-Vis spectroscopy

The absorption spectrum is the absorption of light as a function of wavelength.

The spectrum of an atom or molecule depends on its energy level structure, therefore,

absorption spectra are useful for the identification of compounds. The interesting

parameters are the absorption maxima, the shoulders and the intensity of the measured

absorption. Measuring the concentration of an absorbing species in a sample is

accomplished by applying the Beer-Lambert law [65].

It is important to always take into account the effect of the solvent because it

has an influence on the intensity and the position of the band depending on whether it

is polar or apolar. Indeed, polar solvents are capable of contracting the hydrogen bond

and of associating with the compounds.

A UV-Vis spectrometer is constituted by the following elements:

Figure 3-2 Scheme of a UV-Vis spectrometer
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3.2 Photoluminescence measurements

Photoluminescence (PL) measurements are a non-destructive characterisation of

materials in solution or solid-state. It consists of exciting a sample with a laser. If the

energy of the photons are greater than the energy gap of the semiconducting material

the sample emits photons. They are then collected and the response spectrum is

measured.

The measurements were carried out at room temperature in air with a helium-

cadmium laser at 325 nm or a topgan laser diode at 412 nm exciting the samples. The

spectra were recorded with an ANDOR Shamrock spectrograph coupled with an ANDOR

Newton CCD unit cooled at -50°C.

3.3 Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC)

To measure the lifetime of an excited state, time-resolved techniques such as

time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) are commonly used. In single photon

counting techniques photons are detected and counted in order to measure the

luminescence decay of a sample. The system is calibrated so that less than one photon

per pulse is detected [67]. The decay profile is determined by measuring the time

between the excitation of the sample by the laser and the detection of a photon by the

photomultiplier numerous times.

In simple cases, the luminescence decay curve is then deconvoluted and its

monoexponential fit gives the lifetime value τ, as shown in the following equation:

(ݐ)ܫ = ݁ܫ
ି௧
ఛ (3.1)
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Sometimes multiexponential decays are observed, showing the presence of different

populations i.e. the existence of more than one emitting species. In such cases, the

intensity decay is approximated as the sum of individual decays as shown in the

following equation:

(ݐ)ܫ =  ݁ߙ

ି௧
ఛ



ୀଵ

(3.2)

With αi the amplitude of the components and n the number of decays.

Time-resolved measurements were performed using a ps-pulsed diode laser

(Edinburgh Instrument EPL-375), emitting at 371 nm, as the excitation source and

entering from the polymer/material side. The instrument response function with the

laser mentioned above was 270 ps wide (FWHM, Full Width at Half Maximum). The set

that includes sample chamber, monochromator, photomultiplier tube and counter card

was a commercially bought turn-key system (Edinburgh Instruments F-900).

3.4 IVL measurements

The setup for measuring electrical characteristics and light output of the light-

emitting diodes contained a vacuum chamber for the sample so that all characteristics

were measured under rough vacuum. The sample holder was connected to an electrical

switch (pixel selector) which was connected to a sourcemeter (Keithley 2400). The

sample itself was turned with the ITO towards a window, and a Si-photodiode was

placed outside to measure the light coming out of the sample. The signal from the

photodiode was connected to a preamplifier and subsequently detected by a

multimeter (Keithley 2000). No integrating sphere was needed considering that, as it

was the case in our sample configuration, we have a Lambertian emission from a flat

surface. Taking into account the photodiode-sample distance and the size of the active

surface of the photodiode a prefactor was calculated.

The electroluminescence spectra were measured in the same way using an ANDOR

Shamrock spectrograph coupled with an ANDOR Newton CCD unit cooled at -50°C.
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In the present work, when the values are reported, the luminance was taken for

currents no larger than 4 mA (114 mA/cm2), since the electrodes are prone to sparking

above this current. For near-infrared devices, the light turn-on voltage was defined as

the voltage at which the measured light output reached 0.2 mW/m2 above the

background.

3.5 Thickness measurements

The thicknesses of the films were determined using a Dektak profilometer. After a

scratch was made on the film surface of the sample, the stylus of the Dektak scanned

the sample and the thickness of the film was determined by measuring the height

difference between the film and the ITO revealed by the scratch.

3.6 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

The Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a very high resolution type of scanning probe

microscopy (SPM) whose principle relies on the measure of the mechanical interactions

between the extremity of a tip and the surface of a sample. It was invented by Binning,

Quate and Gerber in 1986 [68] and its success is due to its versatility: it is possible to

scan in air, in liquid media or under a control atmosphere and almost any kind of surface

can be used, including conductive and not-conductive samples. It can be used for

imaging and measuring surfaces but for atomic manipulation as well.

The surface of the sample is scanned by a sharp tip placed at the end of a cantilever,

typically made of silicon or silicon nitride. This miniature probe is brought close to the

surface to analyse, and it is the interaction forces between the cantilever and the

sample that are the working basics of an AFM. It relies on the fact that the amount of

force between the probe and the sample is dependent on the spring constant (stiffness)

of the cantilever and the distance between the cantilever and the surface of the sample.

Piezoelectronic scanners together with a feedback loop control the motion of the probe
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across the surface. The deflection of the probe is measured by the deviation of a laser

beam reflected on the extremity of the cantilever.

The AFM can be operated in different mode, such as contact, tapping and non-

contact, depending on the application.

The contact mode is a static mode in which the cantilever is “dragged” across the

surface of the sample and the imaging of the surface is directly made from the

deflection of the cantilever. In constant force mode the height above the surface is

maintained constant by constantly adjusting the deflection of the cantilever.

In tapping mode, the cantilever is oscillated at a value close to its resonant

frequency, for which the amplitude of oscillation is typically 20 to 100 nm, by a small

piezoelectric element mounted in the AFM tip holder. The interactions of forces acting

on the cantilever decrease the amplitude of its oscillation when it gets closer to the

sample. The feedback loop then adjusts the height of the cantilever to maintain the

oscillation amplitude constant and an image of the surface is obtained.

In non-contact mode the tip does not touch the sample surface. The oscillations of

the cantilever are set slightly above its resonant frequency (amplitude of about 10 nm).

The Van der Waals forces, which are dominant at this scale, cause the frequency or

oscillation amplitude of the cantilever to shift from its original value. The feedback loop

maintains the frequency or oscillation amplitude constant by adjusting the tip to the

sample distance, and by plotting these distances one can construct an image of the

sample surface. This mode is generally used for soft samples and minimizes the

degradation of the sample and/or the tip [69, 70].

The measurements depicted in chapter 7 were done at the London Centre for

Nanotechnology on a Bruker Dimension 3100 in air using tapping mode.

3.7 HOMO, LUMO determination via cyclic voltammetry

The knowledge of HOMO and LUMO energy levels is of tremendous importance for

the design of an OLED and the understanding of its behaviour. Their energy is influenced

by the chemical structure of the molecule, the electronic polarization of its surroundings
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and its conjugation length in the case of polymers [71]. Two different classes of

techniques can be used: the spectroscopic (Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy and

Inverse PhotoEmission Spectroscopy) or voltammetric methods.

Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS) allows the direct determination of the

ionization energy (Ei) whereas Inverse PhotoEmission Spectroscopy (IPES) allows a direct

measurement of the electronic affinity (Ae) of a molecule on the surface of a thin film.

Cyclic voltammetry leads to the measurement of the oxidation or reduction potential of

a molecule which are indirectly linked to EHOMO or ELUMO, respectively.

EHOMO and ELUMO are, therefore, ideally determined via UPS and IPES respectively,

however, the high cost and the complexity of these systems (ultra-high vacuum is

required for example) leads many laboratories to use cyclic voltammetry.

3.7.1 Background on voltammetric techniques

In any voltammetric technique, a potential function is applied to the working

electrode which is dipped in a solution containing electro-active compounds. The

response of the electrochemical cell is measured by recording the current flow. Usually,

the electrochemist is interested in the corresponding current-potential curve called

voltammogram.

The different types of voltammetric techniques result from the diversity of potential

excitation functions that can be applied to the working electrode as well as from the

various ways to record and plot currents [72].

In potential sweep methods the potential of the working electrode (measured

against the reference electrode of choice) is varied continuously according to a

predetermined potential waveform (also called the excitation function), while the

current (or some current function) is measured as a function of the potential [72].

3.7.1.1 Cyclic Voltammetry

Cyclic voltammetry is a very versatile electrochemical technique [73] for the

characterization of electroactive species. The current response over a range of
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potentials is measured, starting at an initial value and varying the potential in a linear

manner up to a limiting value. At this limiting potential the direction of the potential

scan is reversed and the same potential range is scanned in the opposite direction.

Consequently, the species formed by oxidation on the forward scan can be reduced on

the reverse scan [73].

The voltammogram is the plot of the current response function of the voltage as

seen in Figure 3-3.

a) b)

Figure 3-3. a) typical excitation function for cyclic voltammetry. Reprinted with permission from [72].

Copyright 1999 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. and b) cyclic voltammogram. Reprinted with

permission from [74]. Copyright 2000, Springer.

The characteristics of the voltammogram recorded depend on a number of factors

including: the rate of the electron transfer reaction, the chemical reactivity of the

electroactive species and the voltage scan rate.

The scan begins from the left hand side of the current/voltage plot where no current

flows. As the voltage is swept further to the right a current begins to flow and eventually

reaches a pick before dropping. The current is called faradic and results from electron

transfer processes across the electrode-solution interface. The current depends on the

square root of the scan rate [72].

The key advantage of cyclic voltammetry results from the reverse scan. The method

provides valuable information regarding the stability of the oxidation states and the rate

of electron transfer between the electrode and the analyte. Figure 3-3 shows a typical

voltammogram of a reversible oxidoreduction: the electrochemical process is fast in the

time scale of the experiment and the electrogenerated species are perfectly stable in
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the electrolytic solution. Under these conditions and assuming that the solution is kept

unstirred during the experiment, the ratio of the cathodic and anodic peak currents

should be equal to one. Deviations from unity reveal the presence of chemical reactions

involving either redox partner or both partners [72]. The average of the two peak

potentials affords the half wave potential for the corresponding couple, that is:

E1/2 = (Epc + Epa)/2. (3.3)

The reversibility of a redox couple is verified by nΔE=59 mV with ΔE the difference 

between Epc and Epa and n the number of electrons transferred in the overall reaction.

The solvent, the electrolyte and the electrodes have to be carefully chosen in order

to avoid reactions with the sample or their degradations in the condition of the

experiment since the accuracy of the measurement could be biased.

For more precision additional methods can be used to complement cyclic

voltammetry such as Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV) and Sweep Wave

Voltammetry (SWV). For more information see [72, 75].

3.7.1.2 Ferrocene, an internal standard

In aqueous solutions universally accepted reference electrodes such as the normal

hydrogen electrode (NHE) or the saturated calomel electrode (SCE) exist and facilitate

the measurement of the redox potentials. But electrochemical measurements in water

are not always possible due to the insolubility or instability of the compound.

Unfortunately, no universal reference electrode exists for nonaqueous solvents.

A good candidate as an internal standard demands a perfect reversible behaviour in

a wide variety of solvents. The reproducibility of potential measurements is the key

advantage of the ferrocene referencing system [76], this is why in 1984 the IUPAC

Commission on Electrochemistry recommended the ferricenium/ferrocene couple as an

intersolvental standard at any temperature [77].
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Figure 3-4 The ferrocene/ferricenium redox couple. Reprinted with permission from [78]. Copyright

2008 American Chemical Society.

Ferrocene is a very stable 18-electron system which undergoes a fast one-electron

oxidation to yield the cationic ferricenium species at very accessible potentials (Figure

3-4). Its oxidized form is stable in most organic solvents with limitation in aqueous

media especially in basic conditions [72].

3.7.2 Experimental procedure

The experiments were carried out using 0.05 M tetrabutylammonium

hexafluorophosphate in acetonitrile as an electrolyte, gold as working electrode,

Ag/AgCl wire as reference electrode and Pt as counter electrode.

The polymer (in toluene, p-xylene or chlorobenzene) was drop-cast on the working

electrode and then inserted in the electrolyte. After the identification of the

electrochemical behaviour of the compound, ferrocene was added to the cell with,

ideally, the exclusion of air and water [77]. The electrochemical experiment was

repeated, and the position of the waves could be directly compared to the potential of

the ferricenium/ferrocene (Fc+/Fc) couple. Sometimes the Fc+/Fc couple is inappropriate

due to overlapping waves. In these cases other compounds can be substituted such as

decamethylferrocene. Potentials can, still, be related to Fc+/Fc through a second

experiment in which the potential difference between the ferricenium/ferrocene couple

and the substituted couple is measured [76].
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3.7.3 HOMO-LUMO calculations

Forrest et al. [79] have determined the relationship between the EHOMO measured by

UPS and the oxidation potential of molecular organic semiconductor. They compared

the HOMO values of several molecules measured from UPS and their oxidation

potentials measured via cyclic voltammetry and explained the results by a combination

of solvation and image charge effects.

The relation is:

EHOMO = -(1.4±0.1)x(qVCV) - (4.6±0.08) eV (3.4)

VCV is the difference between the potentials at which the reference solute and

samples are oxidized and q is the electron charge.

Then, in 2009, Forrest et al. [80] published a similar work on the LUMO

determination where they compared IPES, electrochemical reduction potentials, optical

bandgap and density functional theory (DFT) calculations methods. They concluded that

the four approaches were valid if used appropriately.

When the reduction potential was available, the relation determined by Forrest et

al. [80] was used:

ELUMO = -(1.19 ± 0.08) x Ered - (4.78 ± 0.17) eV (3.5)

with Ered the potential of the sample versus ferrocene.

However, due to the equipment and facilities available at UCL, the determination of

the LUMO via optical bandgap calculations was used in most cases.

Actually the difference between the HOMO and LUMO level is called transport

bandgap (Et). However, since Et is not easily accessible, the LUMO energy is

approximated as the HOMO energy plus the optical energy gap (Eopt). The difference

between Et and Eopt is the exciton binding energy and can be as much as 0.4 to

1.4 eV [81].

The optical bandgap is estimated from the lowest energy peak of the absorption

spectra.
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The results obtained on some polymers and small molecules often used in organic

electronic devices are shown in part 3.7.4.

All approaches used for the determination of the HOMO and LUMO of organic

molecules present advantages and drawbacks. Even the direct measurement from UPS

and IPES are not straightforward and variations in the values reported in the literature

are frequent [82]. As explained previously the method used in the present work implies

many approximations, however, the values, still, give a good idea of the actual relative

energy levels of the materials investigated.

3.7.4 HOMO-LUMO measurements of some classic polymers and

small molecules used in organic electronics devices.

The HOMO-LUMO energy levels of several commercial polymers and small

molecules are reported in the following table. The experimental conditions,

measurements and calculations were carried out according to the previous explanations.

Table 3-1 HOMO-LUMO energy levels of commercial polymers and small molecules measured at UCL.

EHOMO (eV) ELUMO (eV)

F8 -6.08 ± 0.33 -2.86 ± 0.41

F8BT -6.04 ± 0.32 -3.29 ± 0.38

P3HT -5.73 ± 0.30 -3.65 ± 0.34

PC61BM -6.32 ± 0.34 -3.79 ± 0.39

PFB -4.90 ± 0.24 -1.63 ± 0.33

TFB -5.35 ± 0.27 -2.11 ± 0.36

MDMO-PPV -5.66 ± 0.30 -3.13 ± 0.35

PVK -5.46 ± 0.28 -1.84 ± 0.39

ADS077RE -5.36 ± 0.27 -3.39 ± 0.30
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Note that where the HOMO and LUMO values measured at UCL are reported in a

figure, the boxes represent the errors and the reported value is in the middle of each

box.

Note:

1. F8: ADS129BE, batch 07C030A

2. F8BT: ADS133YE, batch 10G041A

3. P3HT: Aldrich 698997, batch MKBC8213

4. PC61BM: Aldrich 684430, batch MKBC1782

5. PFB: ADS232GE, batch 10J020A

6. TFB: ADS259BE, batch 10K020A

7. MDMO-PPV: Aldrich 546561, batch MKBC7547

8. PVK: Aldrich 182605, batch 02609HJ

9. ADS077RE, batch 09D050A
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PART II.

Phosphorescent OLEDs



4 Triplet excitons

Cu-complexes

A solution to achieve efficient OLEDs is energy

molecules to emissive guest molecules. In particular, the use of phosphorescent

emitters as guests allows an increase in the efficiency because they can harvest triplet

excitons. Cu based complexes are

and non-toxic electroluminescent materials with short excited

emission quantum yields and appropriate HOMO/LUMO energies.

4.1 Theory behind the triplet exciton

An exciton is an electrostatically bound

conceptual and mathematical opposite of an electron,

result, according to quantum mechanics, the total spin S of these el

exciton can only take the values of S

denotes the quantum number for the z

The S = 0 state is called singlet state (denoted by S

sub-level), in contrast,

↑ and ↓ represent the possible

the same formation probability, three triplets are formed for one

Normally, the triplet state is at a lower energy

state because electronic repulsion is higher for spin
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Triplet excitons, phosphorescence

complexes

A solution to achieve efficient OLEDs is energy and charge transfer from host

molecules to emissive guest molecules. In particular, the use of phosphorescent

uests allows an increase in the efficiency because they can harvest triplet

excitons. Cu based complexes are of particular interest because they can provide cheap

electroluminescent materials with short excited-state lifetimes, high

quantum yields and appropriate HOMO/LUMO energies.

Theory behind the triplet exciton

is an electrostatically bound electron-hole pair. The hole, as the

conceptual and mathematical opposite of an electron, has a spin (ms) of ½ or

result, according to quantum mechanics, the total spin S of these electron/hole pair or

exciton can only take the values of S = 0 (MS = 0) or S = 1 (MS = +1,

denotes the quantum number for the z-component of the total spin.

0 state is called singlet state (denoted by Sn, where n is the

, the S = 1 state is called triplet state (denoted by T

represent the possible values of ms of the electron and hole

the same formation probability, three triplets are formed for one singlet.

y, the triplet state is at a lower energy level than the corresponding singlet

because electronic repulsion is higher for spin-paired electrons

phosphorescence and

charge transfer from host

molecules to emissive guest molecules. In particular, the use of phosphorescent

uests allows an increase in the efficiency because they can harvest triplet

particular interest because they can provide cheap

state lifetimes, high

The hole, as the

) of ½ or -½. As a

ectron/hole pair or

+1, -1, 0), where MS

, where n is the vibronic

1 state is called triplet state (denoted by Tn). The symbols

the electron and hole. If each state has

singlet.

the corresponding singlet

paired electrons [46, 83]. Typical



energy levels/states and energy

diagram (Figure 4-1):

Figure 4-1 Simplified scheme of the electronic processes of organic molecules and oligomers

arrows represent radiative decays and d

permission from [84].

In the phosphorescence mechanism

singlet ground state.

electron-hole recombination or they were initially singlet states that have undergone

intersystem crossing. Phosphorescence

becomes stronger when a heavy metal is incorporated

Indeed, in organic materials, most of the triplet states decay non

cannot spin-flip and, therefore

efficiency of the OLED.

Organometallic complexes are a very good choice as emissive species thanks to their

strong spin-orbit coupling induced by the heavy atom they contain. This strong spin

orbit coupling leads to a very efficient intersystem crossing and

more triplet states and a higher phosphorescence rate (T

emitters refer to these transition metal complexes.

Whereas for small molecule OLEDs th

spin statistics seems to be hold, this ratio seems to be possibly higher for polymer but

still, under debate [85
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energy levels/states and energy-transfer processes are described in the following

scheme of the electronic processes of organic molecules and oligomers

arrows represent radiative decays and dashed arrows represent non-radiative decays

In the phosphorescence mechanism the triplet excitons decay radiatively to the

singlet ground state. These triplets were either directly created as triplets upon

hole recombination or they were initially singlet states that have undergone

Phosphorescence is very weak in purely organic compounds but

becomes stronger when a heavy metal is incorporated because it allows

, in organic materials, most of the triplet states decay non-radiatively since they

therefore, do not contribute to the light emission and limit the

efficiency of the OLED.

Organometallic complexes are a very good choice as emissive species thanks to their

orbit coupling induced by the heavy atom they contain. This strong spin

oupling leads to a very efficient intersystem crossing and thus to

and a higher phosphorescence rate (T1→S0). In the text, triplet

emitters refer to these transition metal complexes.

Whereas for small molecule OLEDs the simple singlet:triplet ratio of 1:3 from the

spin statistics seems to be hold, this ratio seems to be possibly higher for polymer but

85-88]. If we consider the spin statistics, a device

transfer processes are described in the following

scheme of the electronic processes of organic molecules and oligomers. Plain

radiative decays. Reproduced with

the triplet excitons decay radiatively to the

hese triplets were either directly created as triplets upon

hole recombination or they were initially singlet states that have undergone an

is very weak in purely organic compounds but

because it allows the spin to flip.

radiatively since they

do not contribute to the light emission and limit the

Organometallic complexes are a very good choice as emissive species thanks to their

orbit coupling induced by the heavy atom they contain. This strong spin-

thus to the formation of

In the text, triplet

e simple singlet:triplet ratio of 1:3 from the

spin statistics seems to be hold, this ratio seems to be possibly higher for polymer but is,

a device, without triplet



emitters, has a maximal internal efficiency of 25

device containing triplet emitters since they

and are, therefore, of tremendous importance for efficient OLEDs

not apply if the recombination is not statistically controlled or if the excited state

generated is not a pure singlet or triplet state

Figure 4-2 State diagram of singlet and triplet states. Solid lines represent radiative decay channels

whereas dotted lines represent the non

Copyright 2009, Elsevier.

The exchange energy (

derived from the same electron orbital configuration

order of 0.7 to 1 eV and is precisely defined

from the interaction of the electron in the HOMO with that of the LUMO

depends on the overlap of the electron and hole wave functions.

of conjugated polymers is found to be almost constant and of 0.7

exchange energy of molecules depends on molecular size and can take a wide range of

values [92].

ΔEST cannot be measured easily via absorption spectroscopy because the S

transition occurs with a much lower rate than S

take the difference between the singlet absorption and the triplet emission as the

former does not take into account the relaxation effect whereas the latter doe

Therefore, the energy difference (Δ

transitions at 77 K is generally taken as an estimation for the exchange energy

In most cases organometallic guests

The non-radiative triplet from the host can be either Förster transferred to the singlet of

the guest and then be converted into a triplet excito
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has a maximal internal efficiency of 25 % and this value is up

ng triplet emitters since they can harvest both singlet and triplet excitons

of tremendous importance for efficient OLEDs [89

if the recombination is not statistically controlled or if the excited state

generated is not a pure singlet or triplet state [86].

State diagram of singlet and triplet states. Solid lines represent radiative decay channels

whereas dotted lines represent the non-radiative decay channels. Reproduced with permission

The exchange energy (ΔEST, energy difference between singlet and triplet

derived from the same electron orbital configuration, see Figure 4-2) is generally in the

eV and is precisely defined as twice the exchange integral

from the interaction of the electron in the HOMO with that of the LUMO

depends on the overlap of the electron and hole wave functions. The exchange energy

of conjugated polymers is found to be almost constant and of 0.7

energy of molecules depends on molecular size and can take a wide range of

cannot be measured easily via absorption spectroscopy because the S

with a much lower rate than S0-S1 transition. It is also not accurate to

take the difference between the singlet absorption and the triplet emission as the

former does not take into account the relaxation effect whereas the latter doe

Therefore, the energy difference (ΔEST) between the singlet and triplet emission

K is generally taken as an estimation for the exchange energy

In most cases organometallic guests are used within wide energy gap host materials

radiative triplet from the host can be either Förster transferred to the singlet of

the guest and then be converted into a triplet exciton by intersystem crossing or directly

% and this value is up to 100 % for a

can harvest both singlet and triplet excitons

89]. This rule does

if the recombination is not statistically controlled or if the excited state

State diagram of singlet and triplet states. Solid lines represent radiative decay channels

with permission from [90].

energy difference between singlet and triplet that are

) is generally in the

wice the exchange integral K. It results

from the interaction of the electron in the HOMO with that of the LUMO [91] and thus

The exchange energy

of conjugated polymers is found to be almost constant and of 0.7 eV whereas the

energy of molecules depends on molecular size and can take a wide range of

cannot be measured easily via absorption spectroscopy because the S0-T1

It is also not accurate to

take the difference between the singlet absorption and the triplet emission as the

former does not take into account the relaxation effect whereas the latter does.

) between the singlet and triplet emission

K is generally taken as an estimation for the exchange energy [91].

are used within wide energy gap host materials.

radiative triplet from the host can be either Förster transferred to the singlet of

n by intersystem crossing or directly



transferred via Dexter mechanism to the triplet state of the guest

resulting in high efficiency devices

Figure 4-3 Schematic diagram of the fluorescent and phosphorescent tran

systems. Adapted with permission

Triplet excitons present long lifetimes, typically in the microsecond to the

millisecond range [95

concentration quenching and thus affecting the efficiency of the OLEDs

the reasons why the chemists from WWUM focused on

tried to reduce their exciton lifetimes below the microsecond

4.2 Cu-complexes and their applications in OLEDs

4.2.1 Theoretical background on

Copper is a transition metal

transition metal is a d element which forms one or more stable ions which have

incompletely filled d orbitals

degenerated, it means that they all have the same energy.

A transition metal complex has a transition metal ion at its centre with a number of

other molecules or ions surrounding it. These can be considered to be attached to the
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transferred via Dexter mechanism to the triplet state of the guest

resulting in high efficiency devices [93].

Schematic diagram of the fluorescent and phosphorescent transitions for host

with permission from [94]. © 2002 IEEE.

Triplet excitons present long lifetimes, typically in the microsecond to the

95] causing triplet-triplet annihilation (T1 + T

quenching and thus affecting the efficiency of the OLEDs

why the chemists from WWUM focused on organometallic

tried to reduce their exciton lifetimes below the microsecond range.

complexes and their applications in OLEDs

Theoretical background on transition metal complexes

Copper is a transition metal that presents the electronic structure [Ar]3d

transition metal is a d element which forms one or more stable ions which have

orbitals. In free transition metal atoms or ions the

eans that they all have the same energy.

A transition metal complex has a transition metal ion at its centre with a number of

other molecules or ions surrounding it. These can be considered to be attached to the

transferred via Dexter mechanism to the triplet state of the guest (see Figure 4-3),

sitions for host-guest

Triplet excitons present long lifetimes, typically in the microsecond to the

T1 → S0 + S1) and

quenching and thus affecting the efficiency of the OLEDs [96]. Those are

organometallic compounds and

complexes

that presents the electronic structure [Ar]3d104s1. A

transition metal is a d element which forms one or more stable ions which have

In free transition metal atoms or ions the d orbitals are

A transition metal complex has a transition metal ion at its centre with a number of

other molecules or ions surrounding it. These can be considered to be attached to the
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central ion by co-ordinate (dative covalent) bonds. The molecules or ions surrounding

the central metal ion are called ligands. The d orbitals are interacting with the electron

cloud of the ligands resulting in a splitting of the d orbitals into different energy levels.

This non-degenerate energy configuration depends on the geometry of the complex.

Crystal field theory is used to predict the energies and the distribution of the

d orbitals and is briefly explained in part 4.2.1.2.

4.2.1.1 Transition metal complexes

In emissive metal complexes, the electron density in each of the frontier molecular

orbitals is preferentially located at the metal or the ligand and is not equally delocalized

between metal and ancillary ligands. The electronic transition can be considered as

one-electron excitation that occurs among the associated frontier orbitals [97].

Different types of transitions depending on the nature of the electronically excited

state can be listed:

 Metal-centered (MC) excited state (dd state) originate from electron hopping

between the nonbonding (dn) and the antibonding (dσ*) orbitals of metal

complexes presenting partially filled d shell.

 Metal-to-Ligand Charge-Transfer (MLCT) excited state (dπ* state). MLCT state

involves electronic transitions from a metal-based d orbital to a ligand-based

delocalized π* antibonding orbitals [98]. Since the π* ligand orbital is usually

delocalized over the acceptor ligand, its population by MLCT excitation causes

minimum structural distortions enabling efficient radiative decay with lifetimes

ranging from ten nanoseconds to the microsecond.

 Ligand centered (LC) ππ*or nπ* excited states arise from electronic transitions

between a π-bonding or a n-bonding orbital to a higher energy anti-bonding 

orbital that are mainly localized on the ligand chromophore.

 Ligand-to-Metal Charge-Transfer (LMCT) excited states (πd state). They are

generated by electronic transitions from a π orbital, localised on a ligand, to a 

metal orbital. LMCT luminescence generally comes from complexes with high

oxidation states metal atoms.
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The relative order of these electronic transitions can be changed depending on the

metal centre, the ligands or the geometry of the complex [99].

4.2.1.2 d10 transition metal complexes and the tetrahedral coordination

Crystal field theory is based on an ionic description of metal-ligand bonding. It

provides a model for understanding the electronic structure, optical properties and

magnetic properties of coordination complexes. The theory treats the complex as a

central metal ion perturbed by the approach of negatively charged ligands [100].

Figure 4-4 Scheme of the five d orbitals, reprinted with permission from [101]. Copyright 2004 Wiley

and Sons.

By comparing Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 one can see that in tetrahedral complexes

three of the d orbitals point almost towards the ligand and the other two points

between the ligands. It is important to note that no d orbital points directly at the

ligands. Repulsion between the ligand electrons and electrons in the three d orbitals

that almost point at the ligands destabilizes them resulting in the formation of two

energy levels of d orbitals e and t2. Indeed, although neither orbital points directly

towards the ligands, an electron in dxy will be closer to the ligands and so will be more

repelled than those in dx2-y2. Similarly, electrons in dxz and dyz are more repelled than in

dz
2. Hence for a tetrahedral complex, the dxy, dxz and dyz orbitals are higher in energy

than dx2-y2 and dz2. The orbital energy level diagram for a tetrahedral complex is shown

in Figure 4-5. t2 orbitals are destabilized orbitals formed by dxy, dyz and dxz and e orbitals

are stabilized orbitals formed by dz2 and dx2-y2. Δt is the energy gap.



Figure 4-5 Scheme of the tetrahedral complex geometry

configuration (on the left).

Ligands arrangements in a tetrahedral geometry minimize inter

This configuration is usually preferred by d

centre the electronic charge presents a symmetric delocalization. Electronic absorption

of light in these compounds is associated with

the empty π* orbital of the ligand or with 

ligand. Since d-d transition

4.2.1.3 The particular case of Cu

In its elementary form, copper has

3s orbital. This electron is easily given and forms a +I oxidation state. Since its valence

band is completely filled, copper in its first oxidation state has a symmetric localization

of the electronic charge which leads the ligands to favour a tetrahedral configuration

around the metal centre.

The photophysics of

intraligand transition. This is due to its

of its excited states via the ligand field

be weak and short-lived

visible spectrum.
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cheme of the tetrahedral complex geometry (on the right) and scheme o

Ligands arrangements in a tetrahedral geometry minimize inter-ligand repulsions.

s usually preferred by d0 and d10 metals. In particular, in a d

centre the electronic charge presents a symmetric delocalization. Electronic absorption

of light in these compounds is associated with 1MLCT transitions from filled d

the empty π* orbital of the ligand or with 1LC from the π orbital to the π* orbital of the 

d transitions are impossible 1MC transitions are not observed

The particular case of Cu-complexes

ts elementary form, copper has a filled d orbital (d10) and only one electron in its

This electron is easily given and forms a +I oxidation state. Since its valence

band is completely filled, copper in its first oxidation state has a symmetric localization

harge which leads the ligands to favour a tetrahedral configuration

around the metal centre.

The photophysics of copper complexes is mainly dominated by charge transfer and

intraligand transition. This is due to its d10 configuration that prevents the stabilisation

of its excited states via the ligand field [99]. Emission from copper(I) complexes tends to

lived and its phosphorescence emission wavelength span

scheme of the tetrahedral

ligand repulsions.

metals. In particular, in a d10 metal

centre the electronic charge presents a symmetric delocalization. Electronic absorption

tions from filled d orbitals to

LC from the π orbital to the π* orbital of the 

observed.

one electron in its

This electron is easily given and forms a +I oxidation state. Since its valence

band is completely filled, copper in its first oxidation state has a symmetric localization

harge which leads the ligands to favour a tetrahedral configuration

by charge transfer and

prevents the stabilisation

mission from copper(I) complexes tends to

and its phosphorescence emission wavelength span over the
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4.2.2 Literature review on Copper complexes based OLED

Literature on triplet materials is abundant but literature on the specific topic of

copper based transition complexes is much more limited.

The first reported devices made with Cu(I)-complexes are based on tetranuclear

copper complexes with a measured quantum yield of 0.42 in solution. The devices made

with the structure ITO/Cu4:PVK/TAZi(4.5 nm)/Al exhibited a brightness of 50 cd.m-2 at a

current density of 20 mA.cm-2, an EL efficiency of 0.1 % and a turn-on voltage of 12 V

[102]. Tremendous progress have been made since this first article and Qisheng Zhang

et al. published three articles [103-105] on the subject. The first two articles focused on

green CuI phenanthroline complexes they used in OLEDs and LECs (Light-Emitting

Electrochemical Cells). Using ITO/PEDOT:PSS/CuI:PVK/CBP/Alq3/LiF/Al structures, they

achieved current efficiencies up to 10.5 cd.A-1 at 105 cd.m-2, a maximum brightness of

1663 cd.m-2 but turn-on voltages of 13 to 15 V and observed a red-shift of the EL spectra

with increasing voltage due to the distortion of the molecules under strong electric field.

They obtained a current efficiency of 56 cd.A-1, an EQE of 16 % and a turn-on voltage of

2.9 V with electrochemical cells but faced problems of stability. In the last article they

used more rigid phenanthroline complexes which exhibit red emission. Best results were

achieved with thermal evaporated structures ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TCCz:CuI/TPBi/LiF/Al with

4.9 % EQE, current efficiency of 3.8 cd.A-1 at 10 mA.cm-2 and a turn-on voltage of 11 V.

The same compound was tested in a PVK matrix and with BCP and Alq3 as interlayers

and they obtained 0.9 % EQE, 0.6 cd.A-1 at 10 mA.cm-2 and a turn-on voltage of 11 V.

Finally, low turn-on voltages and high efficiencies were achieved by Guangbo Che et al.

[106]. Their devices exhibited turn-on voltages of 4 V, a maximum current efficiencies of

11.3 cd.A-1 and a maximum brightness of 2322 cd.m-2 using an entire small molecules

design ITO/2-TNATA (10 nm)/NPB (40 nm)/CBP:Cu-complex (30 nm)/TPBI

(40 nm)/LiF/Al. More recently, the group of C. Adachi [107] achieved 15 % EQE and low

turn-on voltage (5.6 V) green OLEDs by using efficient exciton confinement with the

i
TAZ is an electron-transporting triazole derivative. For the meaning of the abbreviation of the

compounds, please see section "List of abbreviations, mathematical symbols and compounds" at the end of

the thesis.
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structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS (40 nm)/[(Cu(dnbp)(DPEPhos)]BF4:PYD2 (30 nm)/

DPEPO (50 nm)/LiF (0.7 nm)/Al (100 nm).

4.3 How to choose a good host?

When phosphorescent compounds such as copper-complexes are used they need to

be dispersed in a matrix called host. In the absence of this host the phosphorescent

compounds would aggregate and triplet-triplet annihilation (spin-allowed process

leading to one singlet excited state and a singlet ground state) would occur. The host

can participate to the emission as well, ideally by transferring its excitons to the guest.

It is not always easy to find a good host for a phosphorescent guest and some rules

have to be followed in order to fabricate efficient phosphorescent OLEDs:

To avoid the energy transfer of the triplet excitons from the guest to the host, the

energy levels of the host should be chosen so that the exciton triplet energy of the host

is higher than that of the guest [46, 90, 91, 108]. The exchange energy of the host

material should thus be as small as possible to allow for both efficient charge injection

into the host and efficient triplet emission from the phosphorescent guest [91].

Furthermore, the HOMO/LUMO of the guest and the host should permit a good charge

injection from the host to the guest. Finally a good overlap between the emission of the

host and the absorption of the guest would ensure an efficient Förster transfer from the

host to the guest.

Materials with large bandgaps are more likely to present high triplet energies but

are also more likely to suffer from charge injection problems due to misalignment of the

HOMO and/or LUMO level with the Fermi levels of the electrodes. HTL and ETL are then

often used to ensure a good charge injection [89].
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5 Study of the TFB/PVK/TPBi structure

spin-coated from chlorobenzene

Since phosphorescent compounds need to be incorporated in a matrix to avoid

aggregation and triplet-triplet annihilation, the choice of the host and the interlayers are

of tremendous importance. The choice of the host was made previously by Claudia

Bizzarri from the university of Münster during a visit at UCL. She tested four different

hosts that she selected according their triplet energy levels and HOMO/LUMO energy

levels: poly(9-vinylcarbazole) (PVK), poly(9,9´-dioctylfluorene-co-bis-N,N´-(4-

butylphenyl)-bis-(N,N´-phenyl-1,4-phenylene-diamine) (PFB); 4,4´-dicarbazolyl-1,1´-

biphenyl (CBP) and 4,4´,4´´-tris(N-carbazolyl)triphenylamine (TCTA). TCTA being

insoluble in chlorobenzene was ruled out and tests were performed on PVK, PFB and

CBP. However, in the case of CBP and PFB, a large part of the emission was coming from

the host and not from the copper complex. PVK was thus selected as a host for the

fabrication of the phosphorescent OLEDs.

In this chapter, the matrix (PVK) and the interlayers that are used with the copper

complexes in chapter 6 are presented. The photophysical properties of the materials

and their performance in devices are also introduced.

5.1 Materials properties

5.1.1 PVK

A well-known polymer that exhibits a high triplet energy is poly(9-vinylcarbazole)

(PVK) [91]. It consists of a non-conjugated main chain with carbazole units attached as

side groups (see Figure 5-1). The carbazole groups confer the electrical and

electroluminescence properties to the polymer [109]. Many carbazole derivatives have a

sufficiently high triplet energy to be able to host triplet emitters, which can be explained

by the fact that they present n-π* transition. It means that the optical transition involves 
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orbitals that have a different orientation in space and thus the wavefunction overlap in

the exchange integral is small [90]. PVK is also widely used because of its excellent film

forming properties, relatively good hole-transporting properties and its large energy

gap [71].

Figure 5-1 Chemical structure of PVK.

As mentioned before materials with high triplet energy often suffer from energy

misalignment. Indeed, PVK has a LUMO level at about 1.8 eV (see part 3.7.4). The barrier

for injection of electrons from Ca (work function: 2.9 eV) to PVK is then large and can

result in devices with low luminance and high turn-on voltages [89]. Furthermore, PVK is

a poor electron-transporter. Thus, to enhance the charge carrier balance in the devices

an electron-transporter [71] need to be added by either mixing it with PVK or

evaporating it on top of the PVK layer.

The electroluminescent spectrum (EL spectrum, see Figure 5-3) of PVK presents two

major peaks that can be attributed to different molecular conformation of PVK [110,

111]. The main luminescent emission of PVK comes from trap states caused by two

adjacent flat carbazole unit stackings relative to one another [112]. A lower energy trap

state (430 nm) is formed when both benzene rings on adjacent carbazole groups overlap

(face-to-face structure) (Figure 5-2. a)). A second higher energy trap state (380 nm)

results from a partially eclipsed conformation that involves only one eclipsed aromatic

benzene ring from each carbazole group (side by side conformation) (Figure 5-2. b)). In

addition, an emission peak at about 590 nm is commonly observed.
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a) b)

Face-to-face conformation Side-by-side conformation

Figure 5-2 Representation of a) face-to-face conformation and b) side-by-side conformation of PVK.

Reproduced with permission from [113]. Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.

As seen in Figure 5-3, the spectra overlap between the absorption and the PL

spectra is small, therefore, self-absorption should not have significant effect on the EL

spectrum.

Figure 5-3 Absorption, electroluminescence and photoluminescence spectra of PVK. PL and absorption

spectra are from a thin film of 1 wt. % PVK in chlorobenzene. The EL spectra is from a

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/Ca/Al device.

Glowacki et al. [71] already reported the 10 nm shift between the EL and the PL

spectra that is observed in Figure 5-3. Since the peak formed between 590 and 610 nm

was also observed in PL measurements at 80 K the authors associated these bands to

the triplet excimers [111, 114]. However, the presence of triplet phosphorescence was

excluded by others [115] since they did not observe this peak in the PL spectrum [116,

117] and triplet phosphorescence had been previously reported around 500 nm [118,

119]. Monkman et al. concluded that the peak arises from impurities or chemical
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reaction products [120]. The photophysical properties of PVK are summarized in Table

5-1.

Table 5-1 Summary of the photophysical data of PVK.

Absorption Photoluminescence Electroluminescence Lifetime (430 nm, 200 ns)

296 nm
332 nm
345 nm

416 nm
425 nm
590 nm

τ1: 0.67 ± 0.04 ns (18.2%)
τ2: 22.7 ± 0.5 ns (81.8%)

The differences between EL and PL spectra depicted in Figure 5-3 are due to the fact

that for PL spectra the polymer is photo-excited whereas it is electro-excited in the case

of EL spectra. The exciton formation in PL spectra can only result from energy transfer

since no free carriers are generated by photo-excitation whereas in EL spectra both

energy transfer and charge carrier trapping can be responsible [121].

The molecular conformation of PVK can be changed by using different solvent or

different molecular weights of PVK [111]. Indeed, as the molecular weight increases a

red-shift in the EL spectra of PVK is observed. This is due to more stacked carbazole

groups on the same backbone leading to weaker interactions between carbazole groups

on neighbouring molecules. Furthermore, the triplet exciton formation depends on

molecular conformation as well as film morphology. The probability of triplet formation

in conjugated polymers increases with decreasing conjugation length [122-124]. In the

case of PVK conjugation length can be associated to side-by-side conformation,

therefore, face-to-face conformation facilitates the triplet exciton formation.

Furthermore, since the degree of face-to-face conformation increases as the molecular

weight increases, PVK with high molecular weight is more suitable as a host for

phosphorescent compounds [111].

The lifetime decays of PVK was measured via time correlated single photon counting

spectroscopy (see part 3.3 and Table 5-1) and a biexponential decay with lifetimes

similar to those in the literature was found [110, 125, 126]. The fast decay of 0.67 ns is

attributed to the fully eclipsed configuration whereas the slow one of 22.7 ns is

attributed to the partially eclipsed configuration [125].
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Finally the HOMO and LUMO of PVK were measured as well (see part 3.7) and the

results (HOMO at 5.4 eV and LUMO at 1.8 eV) are in agreement with the literature [117,

126-130]. The triplet energy level of PVK was usually reported to be around 2.5 eV [111,

131, 132]. However, Monkman et al. [120] reported it at 2.88 eV whereas 2.5 eV would

be the energy of triplet dimer traps.

5.1.2 Incorporation of a hole-injecting layer: TFB

Poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-alt-(4,4'-(N-(p-butylphenyl))diphenylamine)]

(TFB), depicted in Figure 5-4, is a polymer that can be spin-coated to form an interlayer

between the PEDOT:PSS layer and the active layer. After the deposition of TFB, devices

were annealed at 180°C for an hour in order to form an insoluble thin layer of TFB. The

insertion of a TFB interlayer is believed to prevent the exciton quenching at the

PEDOT:PSS interface [133] and, therefore, improve the device efficiency [23]. It also acts

as an electron-blocking layer in some cases.

Figure 5-4 Chemical structure of TFB.

Redecker et al. [134] reported that the hole transport in TFB is nondispersive, and

that its room temperature mobility is as high as 0.01 cm
2

V
−1

s
−1

[135]. TFB is widely used

in devices but few publications report its photophysical behaviour.
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Figure 5-5 Absorption, electroluminescence (for not annealed and annealed devices) and

photoluminescence spectra of pure TFB fom a thin film of 2 wt. % in p-xylene.

Table 5-2 Summary of the photophysical data of TFB.

Absorption Photoluminescence Electroluminescence Lifetime (435 nm, 20/50 ns)

390nm 440 nm
440 nm
465 nm
605 nm

τ1: 0.162 ± 0.002 ns (82.6%)
τ2: 1.11 ± 0.06 ns (17.4%)

The data reported in Figure 5-5 Table 5-2 are comparable to the literature on TFB

and similar to the data given from American Dye Source (ADS), who supplied the

materials. We found a maximum absorption wavelength of 390 nm that ADS reported at

382 nm (THF). For the photoluminescence ADS gives a peak wavelength at 440 nm (THF),

which we confirmed, and was reported at 435 nm [136] and 450 nm [137] in the

literature. The EL spectrum is shown for non-annealed and annealed devices. The two

first peaks are pointing at 440 nm and 465 nm with a second peak at 605 nm whereas

Tsami et al. [138] reported 435 and 460 nm. The EL spectrum of the annealed devices is

wider than the one of the non-annealed devices shifting the colour from blue to white.

Finally the phosphorescence lifetime decay was too fast for the instrumentation of Clark

et al. [137] and a double decay of 0.162 and 1.11 ns was measured at UCL. It should be

noted that the first lifetime of 0.162 ns was actually below the laser pulse width of

300 ps and hence subject to a large uncertainty.

The HOMO-LUMO values measured at UCL (see part 3.7.4) of -5.35 eV and -2.11 eV

are in agreement with the literature [124, 138-141] and its triplet energy was reported

as 2.2-2.3 eV [142].
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Incorporation of an electron-injecting layer: TPBi

Since carbazole derivatives are hole transporting polymers, their devices suffer from

unbalanced charge carriers. To overcome this problem an electron-transporting layer

evaporated on top of the PVK layer. TPBi then acts as an electron

transporting layer and eases the injection of the electrons from the cathode to PVK

Another solution would be to blend an electron-transporting compound directly

tris(phenyl-2-benzimidazole)-benzene (TPBi, see

be thermally evaporated on top of the active laye

Chemical structure of TPBi.

Like TFB, TPBi is widely used in OLEDs devices but very little information on its

photophysical behaviour was reported. The absorption and photoluminescence

TPBi measured at UCL with the help of Marten Tolk are depicted in Figure

injecting layer: TPBi

devices suffer from

transporting layer

acts as an electron-injecting and

transporting layer and eases the injection of the electrons from the cathode to PVK.

ing compound directly with

, see Figure 5-6) was

ated on top of the active layer [105, 106, 143,

information on its

reported. The absorption and photoluminescence spectra

Figure 5-7.
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Figure 5-7 Absorption and PL spectra of pure TPBi from 30 nm thin-film (sublimed)

The maximum absorption wavelength of TPBi was measured at 311 nm (Lumtec,

provider of this material reported it at 305 nm in THF). The main peak on the PL

spectrum is at 382 nm which is in agreement with the literature [111] but we observed a

second peak at 522 nm which is not reported. Finally the photoluminescence decay was

found to be a biexponential decay of 0.24 and 5.1 ns.

Table 5-3 Summary of the photophysical data of TPBi.

Absorption Photoluminescence Lifetime (520/545 nm, 20 ns)

311 nm
382 nm

~ 522 nm
τ1: 0.24 ± 0.02 ns (45%)

τ2: 5.1 ± 0.6 ns (55%)

It was not possible to measure the HOMO-LUMO energy levels of TPBi at UCL, thus,

they are assumed to be at -6.7 and -2.7 eV respectively [145]. Its HOMO indicates that it

is a very efficient hole-blocking layer. Its large energy gap means that it is a very good

exciton blocking layer that should avoid exciton migration and formation occurring too

close to the cathode. Its triplet energy level was reported at 2.6 eV [146].

5.2 Single and multilayer device properties

To study the behaviour of these three materials when used together in devices, their

photophysical properties and devices characteristics were investigated.
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5.2.1 PVK

The photophysical characteristics of PVK were already investigated in part 5.1.1.

Devices with the architecture ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/Ca/Al were prepared with a solution

of 1 wt. % PVK in chlorobenzene deposited by spin-coating.

Since PVK is a good hole transporter and a bad electron transporter, devices made

with PVK only show low efficiencies and low luminance that might be due to

luminescence quenching by the electrodes (see Figure 5-8).

Figure 5-8 Current density (filled squares) and luminance (empty squares) function of the voltage for a

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/Ca/Al device, thin film spun from PVK 1 wt.% in CB.

As presented in Table 5-4 the devices exhibited a violet light and had a

turn-on-voltage of 6.2 V, an EQE of 0.02 % and a maximum luminance of 2.1 cd.m-2.

Table 5-4 Summary of the properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/Ca/Al devices in average.

Max EQE
(%)

Light turn
on voltage

(V)

Efficiency
(@10 mA.cm-2)

(cd.A-1)

Max luminance
(@114 mA.cm-2)

(cd.m-2)

CIE
coordinates

PVK 0.02 ± 0.02 6.2 ± 0.9 0.007 ± 0.008 2.1 ± 1.2 (0.28, 0.18)

PVK 1 wt. % in chlorobenzene.
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5.2.2 TFB/PVK

The addition of a TFB interlayer was studied. TFB was spin–coated from a 2 wt. %

p-xylene solution, annealed at 180°C for 1 hour prior to being spin rinsed with p-xylene.

PVK was subsequently spin–coated on top of it.

After the spin rinsing step, the thickness of the TFB film was reduced from 100 nm to

around 15 nm. Since such small thicknesses are difficult to measure with the

profilometer the absorption of the different layers was measured and is displayed in

Figure 5-9.

a) b)

Figure 5-9 Absorption comparison between NANR (Not Annealed Not Rinsed), ANR (Annealed Not

Rinsed) and AR (Annealed and Rinsed) samples of TFB (thin film of 2 wt.% in p-xylene) a) as measured and b)

normalised.

As we can see there was a difference of 82.4 % in the absorbance values between

the not rinsed not annealed and rinsed and annealed samples. This corresponds to a

final thickness of 17.6 nm for the annealed and rinse sample which is in accordance with

our first measurement and the literature [23, 147].

Besides we observed a red shift of 10 nm and a narrowing of the peak when the

sample was annealed and rinsed which is probably due to an increased crystallinity of

TFB.

The photophysical characteristics of TFB/PVK are shown in Figure 5-10 and Table 5-5.
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Figure 5-10 Absorption, PL and EL spectra of TFB/PVK samples. EL spectra of a

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/PVK/Ca/Al device. All films were spun from a 2 wt. % TFB solution in p-xylene and a

1 wt. % PVK solution in chlorobenzene.

As we can see the double layer TFB/PVK might suffer from self-absorption since TFB

absorbs where PVK emits. This might favour a Förster energy transfer from PVK to TFB

and reabsorption via trivial energy transfer.

To compare the data, the absorption, PL and EL spectra of pure TFB and PVK are

plotted together with the one of TFB/PVK in Figure 5-11.

The absorption and the PL spectra of the bilayer TFB/PVK are the superposition of

the absorption and PL spectra of TFB and PVK indicating that no ground state

interactions [120] are taking place. The first peak of the EL spectrum situated between

400 and 500 nm might also be the joint contribution of PVK and TFB. This result suggests

that the recombination zone is situated at the interface between PVK and TFB and/or

that an efficient Förster energy transfer from PVK to TFB is taking place and/or

reabsorption via trivial energy transfer.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5-11 Comparison of a) the absorption b) the PL and c) the EL spectra of TFB, PVK and TFB/PVK in

thin films and d) energy level of TFB and PVK compared to the work function of ITO, PEDOT:PSS, calcium and

aluminum. The HOMO and LUMO levels of TFB and PVK were determined by cyclic voltammetry at UCL as

described in the text and in part 3.7.4. Other values are from literature [148].
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The HOMO-LUMO levels indicate that TFB might improve the injection of holes in

the devices but cannot act as an electron blocking layer since its LUMO is lower than the

one of PVK.

Table 5-5 Summary of the photophysical data of TFB/PVK.

Absorption Photoluminescence Electroluminescence Lifetime (435 nm, 50 ns)

~384 nm
345 nm

434 nm 437 nm
τ1: 0.257 ± 0.001 ns (75.9%)

τ2: 1.1 ns (19.5%)
τ3: 22.7 ns (4.6%)

The photoluminescence decay of TFB/PVK showed a triple exponential decay with

lifetimes of 0.26, 1.1 and 22.7 ns (see Table 5-5). The decay at 1.1 ns is characteristic of

TFB whereas the one at 22.7 ns is characteristic of PVK. PVK and TFB both present a

faster decay that might be reflected by the 0.26 ns component. There is thus no sign of

the formation of an exciplex between TFB and PVK.

The current-voltage-light characteristics of the devices with the architecture

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/PVK/Ca/Al are shown in Figure 5-12.

Figure 5-12 Current-voltage-light characteristics of a ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/PVK/Ca/Al device (circles)

compared to a ITO/ PEDOT:PSS/PVK/Ca/Al device (squares). The current densities are represented by filled

symbols and luminances by empty symbols.
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Compared with pure PVK devices, the introduction of TFB does not improve the

efficiency and the turn-on voltage but it increases the luminance and tunes the colour

towards white.

Table 5-6 Summary of the properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/PVK/Ca/Al devices in average

compared to pure TFB (annealed devices) and pure PVK devices.

Max EQE
(%)

Light turn-
on voltage

(V)

Efficiency
(@10 mA.cm

-2
)

(cd.A
-1

)

Max luminance
(@114 mA.cm

-2
)

(cd.m
-2

)

CIE
coordinates

TFB 0.01 ± 0.00 5.3 ± 0.1 0.001 ± 0.000 13 ± 1.0 (0.28, 0.32)

PVK 0.02 ± 0.02 6.2 ± 0.9 0.007 ± 0.008 2.1 ± 1.2 (0.28, 0.18)

TFB/PVK 0.01 ± 0.01 7.1 ± 0.7 0.006 ± 0.003 4.9 ± 1.1 (0.19, 0.16)

TFB 2 wt. % p-xylene, PVK 1 wt. % in chlorobenzene

According to the HOMO/LUMO levels of PVK and TFB (Figure 5-11 d)) the injection

of holes should be eased. However, the turn-on voltage increases with introduction of

TFB, which might be due to charge trapping and/or the formation of a dipole at the

organic/organic interface.

5.2.3 PVK/TPBi

In the following, the addition of 30 nm thick TPBi on top of PVK is investigated. The

photophysical characteristics of PVK/TPBi are shown in Figure 5-13 and Table 5-7. The

overlap between the absorption and emission spectra is small indicating that self-

absorption could be neglected.
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Figure 5-13 Absorption, photoluminescence and electroluminescence spectra of PVK/TPBi. All spectra

are from a thin film of 1 wt. % PVK in chlorobenzene and 30 nm thick evaporated layer of TPBi. The EL

spectrum is from a ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/TPBi/Ca/Al device.

The comparison with pure PVK and pure TPBi is depictured in Figure 5-14. Once

again the absorption and PL spectra of PVK/TPBi seem to be the superposition of the

single compounds. Besides, one can see a shoulder around 380 nm and a broadening of

the first EL emission peak compared to PVK. The emission at 380 nm could be due to a

bit of emission from TPBi due to charge trapping at the TPBi/PVK interface. The second

peak at 590 nm is attributed to PVK.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5-14 Comparison of a) the absorption b) the PL and c) the EL spectra of PVK, TPBi and PVK/TPBi

in thin films and d) energy level of PVK and TPBi compared to the work function of ITO, PEDOT:PSS, calcium

and aluminum. The EL of TPBi is not shown since no data are available The HOMO and LUMO levels of PVK

were determined by cyclic voltammetry at UCL as described in the text and in part 3.7.4. Other values are

from literature [145, 148].
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Photoluminescence decay measurements were also carried out on PVK/TPBi layers

on spectrosil. At a wavelength of 430 nm a triple exponential decay was observed with

lifetimes of 0.67, 3.55 and 22.7 ns. The long decay is characteristics of PVK, the medium

one can be attributed to TPBi whereas the short one might be the short decays of both

PVK and TPBi.

Table 5-7 Summary of the photophysical data of PVK/TPBi.

Absorption Photoluminescence Electroluminescence Lifetime (430 nm, 200 ns)

~342 nm
386 nm

~521 nm
432 nm

590 nm

430 nm, 200 ns
τ1: 0.67 ns (14.8%)

τ2: 3.55 ns ± 0.16 (20.8%)
τ3: 22.7 (64.4%)

The IVL curves of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/TPBi/Ca/Al devices are presented in

Figure 5-15.

Figure 5-15 Current-voltage-light characteristics of a ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/TPBi/Ca/Al device (circles)

compared with pure PVK devices (squares). The current densities are represented by filled symbols and

luminances by empty symbols.

The introduction of a TPBi layer on top of PVK dramatically increased the external

quantum efficiency of the devices from 0.02 to 0.27 % and decreased the turn-on

voltages from 6.2 V to 4.7 V (see Table 5-8 and Figure 5-15). This is due to a better

charge carrier balance and injection in the devices and an emission zone further away
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from the cathode thanks to an effective electron injection, electron transport and

exciton blocking by TPBi.

Table 5-8 Summary of the properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/TPBi/Ca/Al devices in average

compared to pure PVK devices.

Max EQE (%)
Light turn
on voltage

(V)

Efficiency
(@10 mA.cm

-2
)

(cd.A
-1

)

Max luminance
(@114 mA.cm

-2
)

(cd.m
-2

)

CIE
coordinates

PVK 0.02 ± 0.02 6.2 ± 0.9 0.007 ± 0.008 2.1 ± 1.2 (0.28, 0.18)

PVK/TPBi 0.27 ± 0.12 4.7 ± 1.7 0.24 ± 0.09 107 ± 106 (0.24, 0.17)

PVK 1 wt. % in chlorobenzene, 30 nm sublimed TPBi

5.2.4 TFB/PVK/TPBi

Finally the photophysical characteristics of TFB/PVK/TPBi were studied and are

reported in Figure 5-16 and Table 5-9.

Figure 5-16 Absorption, photoluminescence and electroluminescence spectra of TFB/PVK/TPBi. All

spectra are from a thin film of 2 wt. % TFB in p-xylene, 1 wt. % PVK in chlorobenzene and 30 nm thick

evaporated layer of TPBi. The EL spectrum is from a ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/PVK/TPBi/Ca/Al device.

The comparison with the pure materials is shown in Figure 5-17. Once again the

absorption and PL spectra of TFB/PVK/TPBi seem to be the superposition of the single

compounds.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5-17 Comparison of a) the absorption b) the PL and c) the EL spectra of TFB, PVK, TPBi and

TFB/PVK/TPBi in thin films and d) energy level of TFB, PVK and TPBi compared to the work function of ITO,

PEDOT:PSS, calcium and aluminum. The HOMO and LUMO levels of TFB and PVK were determined by cyclic

voltammetry at UCL as described in the text and in part 3.7.4. Other values are from literature [145, 148].
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The EL spectra is very close to the one of TFB/PVK indicating that the recombination

zone is mostly situated at the TFB/PVK interface and/or that an efficient Förster energy

transfer from PVK to TFB is taking place and/or reabsorption via trivial energy transfer.

The photoluminescence decay of the trilayer was measured but could not been

fitted to extract the lifetime.

Table 5-9 Summary of the photophysical data of TFB/PVK/TPBi.

Absorption Photoluminescence Electroluminescence Lifetime (nm, ns)

~ 391 nm

387 nm

429 nm

~520 nm
438 nm -

The devices with the architecture ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/PVK/TPBi/Ca/Al exibited an

EQE of 0.61 %. The introduction of a TFB layer on PVK/TPBi devices had more influence

than on pure PVK devices. In this case the EQE was almost doubled (from 0.27 to 0.61 %)

but the turn-on voltage increased from 4.7 to 5.1 V.

Table 5-10 Summary of the properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/PVK/TPBi/Ca/Al devices in average

compared to pure TFB, pure PVK, TFB/PVK and PVK TPBi devices.

Max EQE (%)
Light turn
on voltage

(V)

Efficiency
(@10 mA.cm

-2
)

(cd.A
-1

)

Max luminance
(@114 mA.cm

-2
)

(cd.m
-2

)

CIE
coordinates

TFB 0.01 ± 0.00 5.3 ± 0.1 0.001 ± 0.000 13 ± 1 (0.28, 0.32)

PVK 0.02 ± 0.02 6.2 ± 0.9 0.007 ± 0.008 2.1 ± 1.2 (0.28, 0.18)

TFB/PVK 0.01 ± 0.01 7.1 ± 0.7 0.006 ± 0.003 4.9 ± 1.1 (0.19, 0.16)

PVK/TPBi 0.27 ± 0.12 4.7 ± 1.7 0.24 ± 0.09 107 ± 106 (0.24, 0.17)

TFB/PVK/TPBi 0.61 ± 0.23 5.1 ± 1.7 0.45 ± 0.24 249 ± 100 (0.18, 0.11)

One can see in Table 5-10 and Figure 5-18 how the TFB/PVK/TPBi devices had

improved characteristics compared to the pure PVK devices.
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Figure 5-18 Current-voltage-light characteristics of a ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/PVK/TPBi/Ca/Al device

(circles) compared with pure PVK device (squares). The current densities are represented by filled symbols

and luminances by empty symbols.

5.3 Conclusion

This chapter introduced the materials that were used together with novel

phosphorescent compounds described in chapters 6 and 7.

The importance of the introduction of interlayers was shown: the introduction of

TFB and TPBi to PVK devices led to devices with efficiencies 30 times better and lower

turn-on voltages. They thus allow better injection of the charge carrier and a better

balance of the charges within the device.

The photophysical properties of the single layer and multilayer devices were

presented. The introduction of TPBi does not have major effect on the emission of the

PVK devices, however, when TFB is used it participates to the emission. This indicates

that the recombination zone is situated at the TFB/PVK interface and/or that an efficient

Förster energy transfer from PVK to TFB is taking place and/or reabsorption via trivial

energy transfer. Finally, the formation of new electrical species such as exciplexes was

not observed.
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6 OLED devices doped with Cu-complexes

and spin-coated from chlorobenzene

This chapter focuses on the properties of organic light-emitting diodes, OLEDs,

incorporating copper complexes from the University of Münster (WWUM), group of

Luisa De Cola and synthesized by Claudia Bizzarri.

Efficient emission from the three primary colours is required for the fabrication of

full colour displays. Therefore, emission wavelengths (λem), lifetimes (τ) and quantum 

yields (ØP) must be carefully considered when designing new phosphorescent materials.

Efficient red and green emitters are already available, however, blue emitters remain

very challenging. Indeed, they require a large energy gap between the excited state and

the ground state, making the injection of the charges more difficult.

Ideally phosphorescent compounds should have a lifetime of 5 to 50 μs at room 

temperature and not longer to avoid the saturation of the excited states. Indeed, if a

molecule stays in the excited state for a long period, the conversion of electronic energy

into light becomes the limiting factor and inhibits the repopulation of the excited state.

Furthermore, ideally the phosphorescent quantum yield of the triplet emitter should be

higher than fluorescent emitter and thus at least 0.25 at room temperature. Finally the

phosphorescent compounds should exhibit reversible redox behaviour, be stable and

undergo vacuum sublimation or have a good solubility in organic solvents.

In copper complexes we know that the photophysics is mainly governed by the

ligands, offering the possibility to tune the emission colour of the complexes. In this

chapter the characteristics of devices based on six different copper complexes

containing phenanthroline like ligands are presented.
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6.1 The Copper compounds

When in its oxidative state +I the d orbitals of copper are completely filled and the

electronic distribution of charge can be assumed as symmetrically localized around the

metal centre leading to a tetrahedral conformation of the ligands. Since the d orbitals

are completely filled, electronic transitions between them are prevented and as long as

the π orbitals from the ligands are accessible, luminescence comes from MLCT 

states [149]. In solution, copper (I)-complexes exhibit a pseudo-tetrahedral geometry

due to intra- and inter molecular π-stacking interactions between the ligands [150]. 

Since phenanthroline-like ligands exhibit low energy empty π orbitals and Cu+ ion is

easily oxidized, the lowest MLCT state can be populated upon light excitation [151].

In its excited state, the metal centre is formally oxidized from Cu (I) to Cu (II) [152,

153]. Cu (II) character favours a flattening distortion inducing a decrease in the energy

available in the excited state and a reduction of the excited state lifetime. The MLCT

state promotes a structural change that leads to the formation of a fifth coordination

site, which can be filled by solvent or counterions via nucleophilic attacks. Exciplexes

(excited state complexes), that deactivate via non-emissive path, could then be formed.

Figure 6-1 Flattening process of a Cu(I)-complex upon excitation. Reprinted with permission from [151].

Bulky substituents are one of the solutions to avoid flattening distorsions in the

excited state [154]. Indeed, they might reduce the extent of the distortion and prevent

nucleophilic attacks to the newly formed Cu (II) ion, thus, limiting the formation of

exciplexes [155].
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The structures of the molecules are depicted in Table 6-1 and the photophysical and

electrochemical data in Table 6-2. The molecules can be separated into two classes: the

charged compounds (A and B) and the neutral compounds (C, D, E and G). They all

contain bis[2-(diphenylphosphino)phenyl]ether ligand (DPEPhos) known to prevent

exciplex formation between the tetrahedral complexes and the molecules of the solvent

[156]. However, one can notice that the quantum yield of these compounds is higher in

films than in solutions (see Table 6-2), which is believed to be the consequence of

solvent induced exciplex quenching [103] in solution. The charged compounds are all

PF6
- salts to avoid nucleophilic attack by counterions.

Using different ancillary ligands the emission properties of these complexes are

tuned from blue to green.

Table 6-1 Cu(I)-complexes, synthesized at WWUM
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Photophysical characterizations of these compounds were carried out mostly at

Münster University, group of Luisa De Cola and the results are summarized in Table 6-2.

They were performed in dichloromethane, a non coordinating solvent, to avoid the

dissociation of DPEPhos [157, 158].

6.1.1 Absorption

An intense absorption in the 260 to 300 nm region is observed in Figure 6-2 and

attributed to π-π* transitions localised on the chelating phosphine and called 

ligand-centered transitions (LC) [149]. The shoulders appearing between 300 nm to

355 nm are due to electronic transitions from the d orbital of the metal centre to the π* 

of the ancillary ligand. Finally, the lower energy absorption bands, localized between

350 nm and 400 nm are less intense and can be assigned to a singlet MLCT transition

involving a d metal orbital and a π* ligand orbital [151]. 

Figure 6-2 Absorption spectra of the compound in dichloromethane solution [data from WWUM].

One can notice that the compounds absorb at very low wavelengths making the

choice of the host even more difficult since polymers such as PVK emits in the blue at

around 416 nm (see part 5.1.1). This configuration is thus not ideal for energy transfer to

take place.
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6.1.2 Emission properties in solution at room temperature

The photoluminescent spectra at room temperature were measured from oxygen

free dichloromethane to avoid quenching from oxygen. All compounds are luminescent,

exhibit broad unstructured emission and a large stoke shift characteristic of

metal-to-ligand charge transfer phosphorescence. Since the emissive state has a d-π* 

character, the colour of the luminescence could be tuned by using different ancillary

ligands. The HOMO values are predominantly influenced by the DPEPhos-Cu(I) moiety

whereas the LUMO is principally influenced by the ancillary ligands via their π* 

orbitals [158-160].

Figure 6-3 Photoluminescence spectra of the compounds in deoxygenated dichloromethane solution at

room temperature [Data from WWUM].

The quantum yields displayed in Table 6-2 were calculated using the relative method

[161]. The fact that they are low in solution could be explained by the fact that the MLCT

states of Cu(I) are quenched in solution [162, 163].

6.1.3 Emission in solid state at low temperature

At low temperature, bond vibrations and rotations are restrained due to the rigid

environment formed by the glassy solvent. As a consequence the emission spectra are

blue shifted leading to a decrease of the stoke shift. Since the solvent molecules are

prevented from rearranging around the excited complex, there is no solvent
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stabilization [164]. Distortions are inhibited and lifetimes are enhanced up to the

microsecond range.

The triplet energy levels reported in Table 6-2 were deduced from the

photoluminescence spectra carried out at low temperature.

6.1.4 Emission in solid state at room temperature

Photoluminescence measurements in solid state were perfomed on films drop cast

from dichloromethane. The PL quantum efficiency in thin film is higher than in solution

and is a consequence of the fact that in solution exciplex formation is favoured between

the solvent and the distorted tetrahedral Cu (I) complex in its excited state [165].

Asano et al. [166] reported that phenanthrolines copper (I) complexes exhibit

thermally activated delayed fluorescence at room temperature. However, this was not

confirmed by experiments carried on these copper compounds [151].

Considering the photophysical properties of these compounds, their stability and

their good solubility in organic solvents, devices were made using PVK as the matrix and

TPBi as the electron injection layer.
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Table 6-2 Photophysical and electrochemical data of the new Cu(I)-complexes. Data from WWUM.

Compound

SOLUTIONa THIN FILM

λem HOMO LUMO Ф 
λem Ф τ Emission at 77K 

Triplet
energy ET

A 600 nm -5.12 ± 0.10 eV -2.62 ± 0.49 eV
0.13 %
(dcm)

519b nm

510 d nm

1 %b

30.7 %d

21.75 µs (%)d

36.75 µs (%)d 512 nm 2.44 eV

B 463 nm -5.15 ± 0.10 eV --
3.4 %
(dcm)

452 b nm

453 d nm

4.5 % b

15.4 %d

6.59 µs (21.5 %)d

24.5 µs (78.5 %)d 434 nm 2.87 eV

C 615 nm -5.10 ± 0.10 eV --
0.58 %
(dcm)

504 b nm
506 d nm 20 %d 32.5 µs d 520 nm 2.40 eV

D 549 nm -5.06 ± 0.09 eV -2.72 ± 0.49 eV
0.45 %
(dmf)

490 b nm

454 d nm

4 %b

2 %c

12 %d
21.1 µs d 445 nm 2.80 eV

E 578 nm -5.03 ± 0.09 eV -2.66 ± 0.49 eV
0.61 %
(dcm)

525 b nm

505 d nm

5 %b

22 %c

33.5 %d

5.7 µs (6.2 %)d

21.1 µs (93.8 %)d 515 nm 2.42 eV

G 632 nm -4.96 ± 0.09 eV -2.44 ± 0.51 eV
0.08 %
(dcm)

531 b nm 9 %b

12 %d
25.2 µs d 528 nm 2.36 eV

a
photophysics measured in dry and freshly distilled DCM; quantum yield Ф measured in specified different solvents;

electrochemistry in dry DMF. HOMO-LUMO values are calculated from potential values.
b

neat film;
c
5% in PMMA;

d
10% in PMMA.
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6.2 Experiments

6.2.1 Fabrication of the devices

At first all compounds were tested within devices with the structure:

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK:Triplet/TPBi (30 nm)/Ca (30 nm)/Al (150 nm). The ITO was oxygen

plasma treated for 10 minutes immediately prior to the spin-coating of the PEDOT:PSS,

which was then baked under nitrogen atmosphere at 180°C for 10 minutes on a hot

plate to remove any remaining solvent.

The active layer consisted of either the pure polymer (PVK) or a blend of PVK with

triplet emitters. These were spin-coated in nitrogen atmosphere from 1 wt. % solutions

of the polymer or blends in chlorobenzene. The thickness of these films was around

70 nm.

6.2.2 PVK/TPBi devices

PVK/TPBi devices are described in part 5.2.3.

6.2.3 Discussion on the energy levels

The energy diagram of the materials used in the devices is shown in Figure 6-4. The

HOMO and LUMO levels of TFB, PVK and TPBi were already compared and discussed in

chapter 5. In the presence of a guest, exciplexes may be formed at the PVK/guest

interface (in case of the formation of a favourable dipole, see part 2.5) and at the

TPBi/guest interface. For the devices with a TFB interlayer even more exciplexes could

be formed at the TFB/guest interface.
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Figure 6-4 Energy diagram of the materials used in this chapter compared with the work functions of

the electrodes. The HOMO and LUMO levels of A, B, C, D, E and G were determined by cyclic voltammetry at

WWUM and TFB and PVK at UCL, the errors on the values are represented. No LUMO data are available for

B and C. Other values were taken from literature [145, 148].

The triplet energies of the compounds are plotted in Figure 6-5. One can notice that

the situation is not ideal for all compounds. As it has already been said the triplet energy

level of the host has to be higher than that of the guest. In case of PVK, the dimer

emission acts as a trap [120] and, therefore, the triplet energy of the compounds should

be lower than that of the dimer emission to avoid back transfer of energy from emitter

to host. Compounds B and D have their triplet levels lying close to the one of PVK and,

therefore, above the one of the dimer emission meaning that the recombination is more

likely to happen on the host than on the guest. The other compounds seem to have their

triplet levels below the one of PVK and of the dimer emission and consequently are in

the desired configuration.

In order to confine the triplet excitons within the emissive layer it is also desirable

that the triplet energy levels of the hole and electron injection layers are higher than

that of the guest and the host. TPBi should thus confine the triplet excitons of the

compounds A, C, E and G but not the ones of PVK. TFB will not act as a confinement

layer with its triplet energy level at 2.25 eV and, therefore, below the ones of PVK and

the copper complexes.

Figure 6-5 Triplet energy ET of each compound. The values of the triplet energy and the dimer emission

energy (2.5 eV) of PVK has been taken from [120], TFB from [142], TPBi from [107].
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6.2.4 Effect of the triplet concentration

6.2.4.1 Results

All compounds were tested with 15, 20, 25 and 30 wt. % in PVK and the

corresponding device parameters as well as the electroluminescence spectra, current-

voltage-light characteristics, EQE versus current density and CIE coordinates are shown

in Table 6-3 ,Table 6-4 and Table 6-5.
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Table 6-3 Properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK:copper complex/TPBi/Ca/Al devices over a range of

triplet compositions.

Wt. % Max EQE (%)
Light turn on
voltage (V)

Efficiency
(@10 mA.cm

-2
)

(cd.A
-1

)

Max luminance
(@114 mA.cm

-

2
)

(cd.m
-2

)

CIE coordinates

A

0 0.18 ± 0.03 3.8 ± 0.3 0.14 ± 0.02 51 ± 10 (0.29, 0.21)

15 0.39 ± 0.14 8.8 ± 0.8 0.58 ± 0.09 212 ± 40 (0.32, 0.35)

20 0.50 ± 0.30 7.4 ± 1.2 0.71 ± 0.20 197 ± 50 (0.37, 0.41)

25 0.57 ± 0.23 7.5 ± 1.5 0.89 ± 0.19 220 ± 90 (0.39, 0.43)

30 0.90 ± 0.14 7.6 ± 1.4 1.15 ± 0.19 250 ± 50 (0.40, 0.44)

B

0 0.50 ± 0.10 5.1 ± 0.5 0.67 ± 0.06 460 ± 100 (0.26, 0.18)

15 0.49 ± 0.05 8.3 ± 1.3 0.34 ± 0.04 177 ± 13 (0.37, 0.34)

20 0.45 ± 0.14 7.2 ± 0.3 0.32 ± 0.03 160 ± 20 (0.38, 0.35)

25 0.26 ± 0.10 7.6 ± 0.9 0.25 ± 0.04 120 ± 20 (0.42, 0.39)

30 0.23 ± 0.09 7.3 ± 0.3 0.19 ± 0.02 115 ± 15 (0.40, 0.39)

C

0 0.18 ± 0.10 4.8 ± 0.2 0.19 ± 0.16 72 ± 15 (0.36, 0.28)

15 0.38 ± 0.11 9.0 ± 0.6 0.39 ± 0.06 167 ± 20 (0.37, 0.38)

20 0.48 ± 0.17 8.8 ± 0.8 0.41 ± 0.07 140 ± 26 (0.39, 0.37)

25 0.55 ± 0.21 8.4 ± 1.3 0.42 ± 0.16 146 ± 68 (0.35, 0.37)

30 0.58 ± 0.23 8.2 ± 1.4 0.40 ± 0.08 148 ± 32 (0.34, 0.39)

D

0 0.14 ± 0.08 8.7 ± 4.0 0.03 ± 0.01 12 ± 2 (0.35, 0.32)

15 0.081 ± 0.010 10.9 ± 0.3 0.06 ± 0.01 22 ± 5 (0.37, 0.36)

20 0.089 ± 0.020 11.1 ± 1.4 0.07 ± 0.01 29 ± 4 (0.39, 0.38)

25 0.098 ± 0.020 10.7 ± 0.7 0.10 ± 0.02 53 ± 14 (0.40, 0.38)

30 0.11 ± 0.01 9.7 ± 0.7 0.11 ± 0.01 75 ± 20 (0.44, 0.45)

E

0 0.19 ± 0.04 3.3 ± 0.1 0.20 ± 0.04 112 ± 35 (0.32, 0.24)

15 0.41 ± 0.12 10.3 ± 3.7 0.52 ± 0.23 228 ± 35 (0.43, 0.44)

20 0.51 ± 0.16 10.4 ± 0.6 0.59 ± 0.08 192 ± 47 (0.44, 0.47)

25 0.56 ± 0.25 11.0 ± 0.4 0.61 ± 0.11 176 ± 52 (0.43, 0.46)

30 0.76 ± 0.28 10.6 ± 1.0 0.75 ± 0.05 197 ± 61 (0.42, 0.46)

G

0 0.21 ± 0.03 3.7 ± 0.3 0.20 ± 0.03 101 ± 09 (0.32, 0.26)

15 0.91 ± 0.35 8.7 ± 0.5 0.84 ± 0.17 125 ± 40 (0.41, 0.43)

20 1.18 ± 0.34 9.1 ± 0.4 0.75 ± 0.23 99 ± 48 (0.41, 0.44)

25 1.21 ± 0.29 8.8 ± 0.7 1.00 ± 0.37 106 ± 65 (0.41, 0.46)

30 1.10 ± 0.40 7.8 ± 1.6 0.90 ± 0.23 85 ± 31 (0.42, 0.46)
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Table 6-4 Electroluminescence spectra, current-voltage-light characteristics, EQE versus current density of the devices made with the structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK:triplet/TPBi (30 nm)/Ca
(30 nm)/Al (150 nm).

EL spectra Current-voltage-light characteristics EQE (%) vs. Current Density (mA.cm-2)

A

B

C



1
0

0

D

E

G



1
0

1

Table 6-5 CIE coordinates of the devices for the different concentrations

A B C

D E G
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Compound A

The EQE of compound A increased with its concentration of PVK from 0.39 to

0.90 %, and the comparison between the EL spectra clearly shows an enhanced energy

transfer from PVK to the guest with increasing concentration. The CIE coordinate

calculations show a straight line from white to orange with increasing concentration of A

from 15 to 30 wt. %. No trend was observed in the light turn-on voltages which varied

between 7.4 and 8.8 V. This compound showed the highest luminance of all the

compounds tested with a maximum luminance of 350 cd.m-2 and the best current

efficiency (1.15 cd.A-1). However, it showed degradation at high voltages, possibly due to

charge migration under electric field.

Compound B

Contrary to compound A, the EQE decreased with increasing B concentration from

0.49 to 0.23 %. The best efficiency was then obtained for 15 wt. % devices (lowest

concentration tested). The EL spectra show a bad energy transfer from PVK to the triplet

emitter, this was expected considering the triplet energy levels configuration (see Figure

6-5). Again no trend could be extracted out of the light turn-on voltages which ranged

from 7.2 to 8.3 V. The colour was in the white/orange region. The EQE of the triplet

devices did not exceed the one of pure PVK, but the pure PVK device in this batch was

particularly efficient.

Compound C

The EQE of compound C increased from 0.38 to 0.58 % when the concentration

increased from 15 to 30 wt. % with turn-on voltages varying between 8.2 and 9 V. The EL

spectra taken at different concentration show a good energy transfer from the guest to

the host confirming the data on the energy levels.

Compound D

Again the EQE increased with increasing concentration of PVK but values were low

and did not even exceed the EQE of pure PVK (0.081 to 0.11 %). This may be due to an
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experimental error on the thickness of PVK which appeared pink instead of violet. But

low efficiencies were expected since the triplet level configuration is unfavourable

(i.e. the triplet level of the guest is higher than the one of PVK). Once again no trend was

noticed for the turn-on voltages which are between 9.7 and 11.1 V, but they were the

highest ones among all the batches tested. The colour was white/orange but contained

pink arising from PVK emission.

Compound E

Compound E presented one of the best neat film photoluminescence efficiency, but

the devices exhibited efficiencies up to only 0.76 % at 25 wt. %. The turn-on voltages

were among the highest of all materials and ranged from 10.3 to 11 V. The energy

transfer was very good already at 15 wt. %, which is the reason why the colour did not

change dramatically with increasing concentration but stayed in the yellow range.

Compound G

Compound G showed the highest neat film PL efficiency. Its EQE increased with

higher concentration and its EL spectra show a rather good energy transfer (but not as

good as compound A). The best efficiency was achieved for 25 wt. % with 1.21 % EQE.

The current densities were much lower than the ones of the other compounds. The

colour was in the yellow range. Again no trend could be observed from the turn-on

voltages which were between 7.8 and 9.1 V.

General observations

Looking at the behaviour of the PVK/TPBi devices (without addition of a triplet

emitter) for each batch, the EL spectra and the characteristics of the devices are varying

from batch to batch. These variations could be due to differences in the thickness or

concentration of PVK of the layers [40].

As we can see on the EQE versus current density graphs in Table 6-4, all devices

undergo a decrease in efficiency with increasing current density/ brightness often due to

triplet-triplet quenching. Indeed, when sufficient triplet excited states are formed, they
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can undergo the spin-allowed process called triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) leading to

one singlet excited state S1 and a singlet ground state S0 (T1 + T1 → S0 + S1) [156, 167]. In

this case, the decay of the singlet excited states will lead to delayed fluorescence.

As expected from the triplet energy level comparison, compounds A, C, E and G

showed good energy transfer from PVK to the triplet emitter contrary to B and D. These

results tend to prove that despite the small overlap between the PL of PVK (or PVK/TPBi)

and the absorption of the metal transition complex, energy transfer was taking place

and this will be confirmed by the PL measurements performed on compound A in

part 6.3.1.2.

For all compounds the effect of the electric field on the emission wavelength was

negligible since the EL spectra were not affected by a change in the driving voltage (not

shown), reflecting the rigidity of the molecules.

In the case of direct carrier trapping, the guest molecules would act as shallow

trapping centres, which would trap charge carriers and, therefore, change the charge

density. The current-voltage characteristics would, thus, be dependent on the guest

concentration whereas in case of energy transfer, current-voltage characteristics are not

sensitive to the variation of the guest concentration [121]. Since for all compounds the

current-voltage characteristics were not dependent on the doping concentration (not

shown), energy transfer might explain the obtained EL spectra rather than charge carrier

trapping.

When the PL emission of the compounds was measured, they all presented different

maximum emission wavelengths and thus different colours. However, once blended

with PVK in devices they all emitted in the white/orange region. This issue will be

discussed in part 6.3.

6.2.5 Insertion of a hole-injecting layer: TFB

6.2.5.1 Preliminary test

To try to further enhance the characteristics of the devices, a hole-injecting layer

was added: TFB. Before studying the effect of the concentration of the triplets on the

characteristics of the devices, a quick test was done on A, C, E and G at 25 wt. % in PVK
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to see the general influence of TFB and which material benefits the most from its

insertion.

Devices were made with the architecture ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/PVK:A, C, E or G

25 wt. %/TPBi/Ca/Al. It has to be kept in mind that for this experiment the amount of

material weighed was low (~2 mg) leading to a high uncertainty on the mass measured

and then on the concentration of the solutions. TFB (2 wt. % in p-xylene) was spin-

coated on top of PEDOT:PSS, then annealed at 180°C for 1hour prior to being spin-rinsed

with p-xylene. The results are summarised in Table 6-6 and Figure 6-7.

First of all, the comparison of the EL spectra (see Figure 6-6) of TFB/PVK/TPBi

devices with PVK/TPBi devices (without guest) shows a small red-shift, a narrowing of

the emission and a very weak emission around 600 nm.

Figure 6-6 EL spectra comparison between PVK/TPBi and TFB/PVK/TPBi devices.

Table 6-6 Properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/PVK:copper complex/TPBi/Ca/Al devices in average.

Wt. %
Max EQE

(%)

Light turn
on voltage

(V)

Efficiency
(@10 mA.cm-2)

(cd.A-1)

Max
luminance

(@114
mA.cm-2)
(cd.m-2)

CIE
coordinates

TFB/PVK 0.46 ± 0.08 5.3 ± 1.6 0.28 ± 0.04 173 ± 10 (0.18, 0.12)

A 25 1.07 ± 0.19 6.7 ± 2.5 1.55 ± 0.14 407 ± 81 (0.33, 0.40)

C 25 0.71 ± 0.12 6.3 ± 0.9 0.81 ± 0.08 207 ± 39 (0.34, 0.37)

E 25 0.66 ± 0.12 7.2 ± 0.3 0.76 ± 0.14 317 ± 42 (0.30, 0.29)

G 25 0.85 ± 0.08 6.7 ± 1.5 1.19 ± 0.13 335 ± 69 (0.35, 0.35)
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a) b)

Figure 6-7 a) Electroluminescence spectra and b) EQE versus current density of pure PVK (dashed line),

PVK with 25 wt. % of A, C, E and G with the structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/PVK:triplet/TPBi (30 nm)/

Ca (30 nm)/Al (150 nm).

From the EL spectra of devices containing a triplet emitter (see Figure 6-7), one can

see the formation of a peak at the same wavelength of 468 nm for each compound. This

could be due to emission from pure TFB or the formation of an exciplex at the interface

TFB/guest with the electron on the guest and the hole on TFB. Due to the high

uncertainty on the LUMO values, it is difficult to check if this hypothesis is consistent

with the energy levels.

By comparing Table 6-3 and Table 6-6, one can see that the insertion of the TFB

interlayer did not have a significant influence on the EQEs of the devices but did have a

positive effect on the light turn-on voltage, the current density, the current efficiency

and the luminance. These improvements are the consequences of a better hole injection

and have already been observed by different groups [18, 23, 168].

Compound A shows the best overall results and a good improvement of its

characteristics. Indeed, its EQE increased from 0.6/0.9 to 1.1 %, the current efficiency

from 0.89/1.15 to 1.55 cd.A-1, its maximum luminance from 220/250 to 410 cd.m-2 and

its turn-on voltage dropped from 7.5/7.6 to 6.7 V.

From these results the use of TFB as an interlayer seems to be a good approach to

improve the overall characteristics of the devices. The next step was to study the effect

of the guest concentration on the performances of the devices.
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6.2.5.2 Effect of the guest concentration

Since compound A showed the best characteristics and the lowest contribution of

TFB on its EL spectra after the first TFB test, it was decided to study the effect of the

guest concentration on the characteristics of the devices.

Devices were made using the same procedure as the previous devices with a

concentration of A of 25, 30, 35 and 40 wt. % in PVK.

Table 6-7 Properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/PVK:A/Ca/Al devices over a range of triplet

concentrations.

Wt. % Max EQE
(%)

Light turn
on voltage

(V)

Efficiency
(@10 mA.cm-2)

(cd.A-1)

Max luminance
(@114 mA.cm-2)

(cd.m-2)

CIE
coordinates

A

0 0.35 ± 0.11 4.8 ± 1.4 0.22 ± 0.06 140 ± 47 (0.19, 0.12)

25 0.77 ± 0.08 5.9 ± 1.7 1.20 ± 0.75 395 ± 112 (0.29, 0.32)

30 0.82 ± 0.12 5.6 ± 1.6 1.27 ± 0.11 421 ± 97 (0.32, 0.36)

35 1.12 ± 0.41 5.8 ± 1.8 1.50 ± 0.11 479 ± 230 (0.33, 0.37)

40 1.21 ± 0.09 5.6 ± 1.4 1.78 ± 0.10 408 ± 71 (0.33, 0.39)

The results presented in Table 6-7 show an improvement of the characteristics with

increasing concentration of A. An EQE of 1.21 % and a current efficiency of 1.78 cd.A-1

were achieved with a turn-on voltage of 5.6 V. These results were the best of all

experiments. The EL spectra in Figure 6-8 show again a peak but at 453 nm instead of

468 nm that could be an indication of the presence of exciplexes at the interface

TFB/guest (see part 3.2.4.1). However, due to the complexity of the system (the three

compounds exhibit similar absorption and/or emission spectra), it was not possible to

check this assumption via time resolved techniques. The origin of the shift of the peak

between the two experiments (parts 6.2.5.1 and 6.2.5.2) might be due to a small shift in

the wavelength calibration of the ANDOR that presents a sharp increase in its response

function between 460 and 500 nm. A small shift at these wavelengths can thus lead to a

significant error.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 6-8 a) Electroluminescence spectra, b) current-voltage-light characteristics, c) EQE versus current

density and d) CIE coordinates of the devices made with the structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/PVK:A/

TPBi (30 nm)/Ca (30 nm)/Al (150 nm) with concentration of A of 0 (dashed line), 25, 30, 35 and 40 wt. %.

The colour achieved with this configuration and material A is close to white as we

can see on Figure 6-8 d).

Park et al. reported the triplet energy of TFB to be between 2.2 and 2.3 eV. TFB,

therefore, does not confine the triplet exciton within the emissive layer since the triplet

level of A is 2.4 eV (see Figure 6-5) and 2.5 eV for PVK (triplet dimer trap). This could

explain the fact that the external quantum efficiencies of the devices were not

significantly enhanced and that the concentration of copper complexes in the host had

to be increased when TFB was added despite the improved charge injection.

6.3 Photophysical results

The fact that all devices exhibited a white orange colour despite of the blue or green

compounds aroused the question of an exciplex formed at the PVK/guest interface. In

an attempt to understand better the origin of the electroluminescence spectra
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measured from the devices, photophysical experiments on compound A were

performed.

6.3.1 Compound A

6.3.1.1 Pure A

The absorption maximum of A is around 277 nm and its maximum PL is at 520 nm as

seen in Figure 6-9.

Figure 6-9 Absorption (black line) and PL spectra of pure A 1wt.% in chlorobenzene (black dashed line).

The photoluminescence decay of pure A, spin-coated from 1 wt. % in

chlorobenzene, was measured and is shown in Figure 6-10. The exponential fit indicates

that the triplet exciton lifetime is 10 µs. The faster decay could not be resolved with our

equipment.
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Figure 6-10 Time resolved photoluminescence spectra with a pulsed laser beam at 371 nm entering

from the polymer side. Emission at 520 nm.

All the results regarding absorption and emission maxima as well as lifetimes are

gathered in Table 6-8.

Table 6-8 Summary of the photophysical data of A.

Absorption Photoluminescence Lifetime

A (CB) ~ 277 nm 520 nm

(520 nm, 20 & 50 μs)

τ1: 0.034 ± 0.001 ns (1.5%)

τ2: 10.52 μs (98.5%)  

6.3.1.2 Blend of PVK and A

In the same way the absorption and PL spectra of the blend PVK:A with 25 wt. % of A

in PVK were measured and are plotted in Figure 6-11.
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a)

b)

Figure 6-11 a) Absorption and PL (dashed line) spectra of A:PVK. 25 wt. % of A in PVK and overall

concentration of 1 wt.% in CB. b) Comparison between the PL of PVK (grey line), A (grey dashed line) and

PVK:A (black line)

In the ideal case, the singlet (triplet) energy level of the host should be higher than

that of the guest. In the case of the singlet (triplet) energy level of the host lower than

that of the dopant, no Förster energy transfer from the host to the metal complex would

take place and consequently no emission from the dopant would be observed on the PL

spectra. Furthermore, in the case of an ideal singlet energy levels position but with the

triplet level of the host lower than that of the guest, a back transfer of the exciton to the

host via Dexter transfer could take place, and luminescence from the metal complex

would be very low [169].

We can see in Figure 5-11 that when PVK and A are mixed, the emission principally

comes from A with a small peak around 420 nm assigned to PVK. Therefore, we can

conclude that there is no substantial back transfer from the guest to the host via Dexter

energy transfer and that Förster energy transfer from the host to the guest seems to

take place.
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Furthermore, we observed a red-shift of the PL emission from A to the blend PVK:A

of 12 nm (0.05 eV) that could indicate the formation of an exciplex at the interface

PVK/A.

The photoluminescence decay of the PVK:A blend was measured (see Figure 6-12). If

fitted with a single exponential decay the lifetime is 3.9 µs, whereas if fitted with a

biexponential decay the lifetime are 1.14 µs and 10 µs (see Table 6-9 ). Comparing this

result with the lifetimes of PVK and A separately, a new species, possibly a triplet

exciplex [170], with a lifetime of 1.14 µs seems to be formed.

Figure 6-12 Time resolved photoluminescence spectra with a pulsed laser beam at 371 nm entering

from the polymer side.

Table 6-9 Summary of the photophysical data of A:PVK.

Absorption Photoluminescence Lifetime

A 25 wt.% in
PVK (CB)

296 nm
332 nm
345 nm

415 nm
532 nm

(535 nm, 50 μs)
τ1: 3.9 ± 0.4 μs  

or
τ1: 1.14 ± 0.26 µs (19.4%)

τ2: 10 μs (80.6%) 
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6.3.2 Summary on the photophysics of PVK, A and PVK:A

PVK has a maximum of photoluminescence (PL) intensity at 416 nm (with a shoulder

at around 380 nm) followed by a rather long tail with emission at wavelengths over

520 nm. PVK shows a biexponential decay with τ1 = 0.67 ns and τ2 = 22.7 ns. Emission

from states with the latter lifetime has the higher contribution (82 %) to the emission.

Therefore, this lifetime of 22.7 ns can be used to determine if emission from PVK is

occurring or not when the triplet emitter A is added to the host layer of PVK. The

biexponential decay for PVK was reported in the literature and was attributed to two

excimer/dimer states with different lifetimes and peak emissions at around 380 and

430 nm [110, 120, 125, 126, 171].

The compound A emits at 520 nm with a biexponential decay. The shorter lifetime is

so short that we cannot measure it with our setup. The majority of emission comes from

a decay with a lifetime of 10 µs (see Figure 6-10). A blend of PVK:A on the other hand

emits with a bi- or tri-exponential decay. The smallest lifetime is again too small to be

measured accurately with our setup. Fitting the decay with a monoexponential decay

results in a lifetime of 3.9 µs. Fitting it with a biexponential decay with one lifetime fixed

at 10 µs results in τ1 = 10 µs and τ2 = 1.14 µs (see Figure 6-12).

Figure 6-13 Absorption spectra of PVK and A. The excitation wavelength of 371 nm used for the lifetime

measurements is indicated in grey.
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There is no indication of emission from a state with a lifetime of 22.7 ns. Therefore,

one may conclude that there is, indeed, negligible emission from PVK at 535 nm.

However, one also needs to take into account the different absorption of PVK and A at

the excitation wavelength of 371 nm (see Figure 6-13). PVK absorbs much less strongly

so that only A might be effectively excited.

The same experiment with a higher energy laser would thus be needed to confirm

the experiments. However, the 12 nm shift between the PL of A and PVK:A together

with the formation of a new population with a lifetime of 1.14 µs suggest the formation

of an exciplex at the interface PVK/A.

6.4 Conclusion

The copper complexes investigated in this report are promising materials for

application in phosphorescent OLEDs. They are based on cheap and non-toxic copper

molecules and exhibit good characteristics.

Indeed, EQEs as high as 1.21 % have been demonstrated with compound G and

luminances as high as 250 cd.m-2 with compound A. Compounds A, C, E and G show

good charge and energy transfer from PVK to triplets contrary to B and D. These results

were foreseen since B and D triplet levels are not in an ideal configuration if we compare

them with the one of PVK and its dimer emission. Due to very broad emission spectra

the colour of all devices are in the yellow/orange range and not in the blue or green

region as it could have been expected from the photoluminescence spectra of the

compounds. The photophysical measurements performed on A and PVK:A suggests the

formation of a triplet exciplex. However, the experiment should be repeated with a

higher energy laser to be confirmed.

Inserting a hole injection layer improves the overall characteristics of the devices

leading to better current efficiencies, luminances and turn-on voltages. Furthermore,

the emission of the interlayer (in this case TFB) contributes to the electroluminescence

spectra leading to whiter light. However, the triplet energy level of TFB being below the

ones of the copper complexes and PVK, it does not confine the triplet exciton within the
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emissive layer. A more suitable hole injection layer may, thus, improve the devices even

more. A good candidate might be TCTA since it triplet energy is reported at 2.7 eV [142].

It seems that the main difficulty in the making of solution-processable

phosphorescent OLEDs with these copper complexes is the lack of good phosphorescent

hosts available on the market with convenient triplet energy level and emission.

An alternative method for improving the charge carrier balance and shifting the

recombination zone away from the cathode interface would be to use a copolymer

incorporating an electron-transporting moiety in its backbone. The density of minority

charge carriers would increase and consequently the charge carrier balance improve.

This method is preferred since it enables higher current densities and, therefore, higher

luminances at lower voltages. Furthermore, this approach would avoid the deposition of

the electron-transporting layer and hence suppress a time-consuming and expensive

step. However, these kinds of polymers are difficult to obtain.
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7 On the importance of the solvent for

phosphorescent OLEDs based on Cu-

complexes

It is well-known that by changing experimental parameters such as the solvent, the

thickness of the film and the annealing steps it is possible to tune the photophysics and

the performance of devices made of organic materials.

When choosing a solvent for making polymer films, one needs to opt for one that

sufficiently dissolves the polymer and the dopant, does not react with or introduce

impurities, and produces a pinhole-free thin film on the substrate. PVK is soluble in most

of the common organic solvents [169].

In solution of high enough concentration, polymer chains tend to interpenetrate

each other and thus form aggregates. Aggregates are not only concentration dependent

but solvent dependent as well [25]. It was reported that aromatic solvents such as

chlorobenzene (CB) have a preferential interaction with the aromatic part of the

polymer chain and that non-aromatic solvents such as tetrahydrofuran (THF), on the

other hand, have a preferential interaction with the polymer’s non-aromatic groups

influencing the aggregation of the polymers [42, 172]. It is believed that these

conformational differences in solutions are preserved and survive into the film

influencing the morphology and photophysics of the resulting films [25, 173].

The effect of the solvent on PVK devices was partially studied by Vaeth et al. [169],

Qiang et al. [111] and Alonso et al. [40]. The solvent used to make the polymeric

solution would have an influence on the device performances by tuning the molecular

conformation of PVK (see part 5.1.1). In this chapter, PVK was used in two different

solvents in order to compare their influence on the characteristics of the devices.
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Experimental details:

PVK was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Mw: 1, 100 000 g.mol-1). Chlorobenzene

and tetrahydrofuran were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and the solutions were done in

air.

Substrates were rinsed with acetone and then cleaned successively in acetone and

isopropanol in the ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes.

The ITO was oxygen plasma treated for 10 minutes immediately prior to the spin-

coating of the PEDOT:PSS, which was then baked at 180°C for 10 minutes on a hot plate.

The active layer consisted of either a pure polymer (PVK) or a blend of PVK with G

(see part 6.1). These were spin-coated in nitrogen atmosphere from 1 % by weight

solutions of the polymer or blends in CB or THF. The thickness of these films is around

80 nm.

TPBi (30 nm), Ca (30 nm) and Al (150 nm) were thermally evaporated on top of the

active layer at ~10-6 mBar.

7.1 Preliminary experiments

7.1.1 Influence of the solvent on the absorption spectra of PVK

Firstly the absorption spectra of PVK spin-coated from CB and THF were compared

(see Figure 7-1). Very small differences at low wavelengths were observed indicating

that there is no difference in their ground state interactions.
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Figure 7-1 Absorption spectra of 1 wt. % PVK in CB and in THF measured from thin film.

7.1.2 Influence of the solvent on pure PVK devices

Devices with the structure: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/Ca/Al were made with PVK spin-

coated from THF and CB. The comparison between the EL spectra is shown in Figure 7-2.

a) b)

Figure 7-2 Comparison between the electroluminescence spectra of PVK in CB (plain line) and in THF

(dashed line) normalised a) on the integral b) on the maximum of the first emission peak.

As seen in part 5.1.1, the EL spectrum of PVK presents two major peaks that were

attributed to different molecular conformations of PVK: face-to-face (~430 nm) and side-

by-side (~380 nm). In addition, an emission peak at about 600 nm is commonly observed
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in electroluminescence from PVK. This 600 nm peak was attributed to a triplet excimer

[111] or to impurities/chemical reaction products [120].

Hence the EL spectra depicted in Figure 7-2 would indicate that the films spin-coated

from THF have more side-by-side conformation than the films spin-coated from CB.

Indeed, chlorobenzene interacts with the aromatic carbazole group, leading to more

face-to-face configuration where there is π-electron overlap between neighbouring 

carbazole groups and, therefore, better transport properties. On the contrary, THF

interacts with the non-aromatic backbone of PVK maximizing the side-by-side

conformation of PVK.

The difference in the relative intensity of the two principal peaks might be due to a

difference of the thickness of the films [40]. Moreover, the 25 nm red-shift of the second

EL peak observed for the THF solution could be due to different molecular

conformations [111] or the sign of the presence of aggregates.

The performances of the devices are summarized in Table 7-1. The devices in THF

present lower EQEs, higher turn-on voltages and similar luminances. According to

Heeger et al. [86] the efficiency of films depends on the thickness of the films and films

below 100 nm are even more sensitive because of quenching by the cathode. The

thicknesses of the layers were measured and were about 80 nm, however, a slight

difference can lead to a real difference in efficiencies. Better performances in CB than

THF were already reported for MEH-PPV by A. Monkman [61] and T.-Q. Nguyen [42].

Table 7-1 Summary of the properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/Ca/Al devices in average for PVK spin-

coated from CB and THF solutions.

Furthermore, it is well known that the thickness of the film has an influence on the

turn-on voltage of devices being higher for higher thicknesses [40, 174]. But the fact that

CB interacts more with the carbazole units than the backbone might also mean that the

carbazole groups have the tendency to face outside leading to a better electrical contact

with the anode and better charge injection [25]. On the contrary, when PVK is spin-

Max EQE (%)
Light turn on
voltage (V)

Efficiency
(@10 mA.cm-2)

(cd.A-1)

Max luminance
(@114 mA.cm-2)

(cd.m-2)

PVK - CB 0.02 ± 0.02 6.2 ± 1.0 0.007 ± 0.009 2.2 ± 1.3

PVK - THF 0.01 ± 0.01 8.4 ± 2.9 0.007 ± 0.008 2.2 ± 1.4
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coated from THF, it is the non-conjugated backbone that might face outside leading to a

poor electrical contact with the anode (see Figure 5-2) and, therefore, higher turn-on

voltages and lower injection currents (see Figure 7-3) [173].

`

Figure 7-3 Current density (filled symbols) and luminance (empty symbols) of the devices

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/Ca/Al spin-coated from chlorobenzene (circles) and from THF (squares).

From Figure 7-3 it is observed that the CB devices show higher injection currents

than the THF devices. The difference in the injection current density was also observed

by Liu et al. [25] for MEH-PPV devices spin-coated from THF and dichlorobenzene (DCB).

This could be due to at least three different reasons: (1) the morphology from the CB

film might yield a better contact with the anode layer, (2) the polymer film spun from CB

has higher carrier mobility than that of THF thin film or (3) the barrier for electron/hole

injection is lower for CB devices.

As discussed previously, this could be due the fact that in CB the carbazole groups

have the tendency to face outside and are thus arranged around the non-conjugated

polymer backbone that would, therefore, be hidden inside. This arrangement of the

polymer would lead to a better electrical contact with the anode and thus better charge

injection and also a better charge transport because the charge carriers could hop from

carbazole groups to carbazole groups more easily.

The devices were investigated by atomic force microscopy (see Figure 7-4) with the

help of Marten Tolk at UCL. As it can be seen on the snapshot, the general aspect of the

thin film spin-coated from THF seems rough and affected by phase segregation whereas



the thin films spin-coated from CB are smooth. However

scale, the surface roughness

0.37 nm and 0.34 nm, respectively,

PVK (CB)

Figure 7-4 Atomic force microscopy of PVK spin

substrates covered with an 80

7.1.3 Influence of the solvent on PVK/TPBi devices

Devices with the structure

CB and in THF. Their EL spectra are shown i

0 nm
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coated from CB are smooth. However, when measured on

the surface roughness (root mean square) of the films from CB

, respectively, and thus comparable.

PVK (CB) PVK (THF)

Atomic force microscopy of PVK spin-coated from CB (left) and from THF (right) on ITO

80 nm thick PEDOT:PSS layer and snapshots of the electrodes

of the solvent on PVK/TPBi devices

Devices with the structure: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/TPBi/Ca/Al were made

ir EL spectra are shown in Figure 7-5.

1.5 nm 0 nm

when measured on a 1 µm

from CB and THF are

PVK (THF)

coated from CB (left) and from THF (right) on ITO

and snapshots of the electrodes (bottom row).

made with PVK in

2 nm
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Figure 7-5 Comparison between the electroluminescence spectra of PVK/TPBi with PVK spin-coated

from CB (plain line) and THF (dashed line).

Once again the difference in the relative intensity of the two peaks might be due to

a difference of the thickness of the films [40], however, the peak in the 600 nm area

seems to be more preeminent when films are spin-coated from CB.

We can clearly see an enhanced emission at 380 nm when the film is spin-coated

from THF that is not observed for the film spin-coated from CB, confirming the

hypothesis of a higher ratio of side-by-side conformation in THF than in CB. Additionally

we observe a red-shift of the spectra in THF compared to the one in CB mostly on the

peak at 610 nm. This could be due to more interchain interactions in THF than CB,

explaining this red-shift and the overall broadening of the EL spectra.
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Figure 7-6 Current density (filled symbols) and luminance (empty symbols) of the

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/TPBi/Ca/Al devices spin-coated from CB (circles) and from THF (squares).

Table 7-2 Summary of the properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK/TPBi/Ca/Al devices in average for PVK

spin-coated from CB and THF solutions.

Max EQE
(%)

Light turn
on voltage

(V)

Efficiency
(@10 mA.cm-2)

(cd.A-1)

Max luminance
(@114 mA.cm-2)

(cd.m-2)

PVK/TPBi - CB 0.25 ± 0.12 4.8 ± 1.8 0.19 ± 0.03 92 ± 109

PVK/TPBi - THF 0.29 ± 0.05 5.6 ± 1.1 0.17 ± 0.01 39 ± 10

Once again the current densities in the devices made from THF were lower than that

of CB despite the addition of TPBi. The turn-on voltages were higher for devices spin-

coated from THF than from CB. As discussed previously, this difference could come from

a higher thickness of the THF film [61] and from the difference of configuration of PVK in

the different solvents. Furthermore, the EQE was this time higher in THF but the

luminance was lower.

7.2 Influence of the solvent on the phosphorescent OLEDs

The copper complex G was blended with PVK and devices were fabricated with a

TPBi interlayer on top.
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Devices made from chlorobenzene exhibited good overall characteristics (see

part. 6.2.4) whereas no light could be obtained from the devices made from THF.

Figure 7-7 Comparison of the current density of PVK:G 25 wt. % spin-coated from CB (circles) and from

THF (squares).

Figure 7-7 shows the comparison between the current density of devices

spin-coated from CB and THF. In an attempt to understand why the devices made from

CB exhibits good characteristics whereas no working devices could be made from THF,

atomic force microscopy was performed on the samples with the help of Marten Tolk.

PVK:G (CB) PVK:G (THF)

Figure 7-8 Atomic force microscopy of PVK:G spin-coated from CB (left) and from THF (right) on ITO

substrate covered with a 80 nm thick PEDOT:PSS layer. The images with the 4 µm scale bar show the

amplitude of the vibrating AFM probe (not the topography).

0 nm 1.5 nm 0 nm 2 nm
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surface roughness was

high clusters) for the THF ones.

resulting in a better dissolution and

The snapshots of the electrodes (

electrodes. This phenomenon

polymeric devices.
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Figure 7-9 Snapshots of the electrodes on films of PVK:G spin

Scott et al. [175]

shorts where a rather large

explaining a reduced current in the rest of the diode.

demonstrated that the black spots formation was associated with cathode pinhole

defects and could be form

spectroscopy they show

in Figure 7-9) is composed of locally

polymer is not affected.

on particles during the metal evaporation

moisture and oxygen that will then electrochemically react with PEDOT:PSS.
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re were more clusters in the devices made from THF than CB. The

was 0.28 nm for the CB samples and 1.03 nm (0.37

) for the THF ones. Thus, CB seems to be a better solvent for G than THF,

in a better dissolution and minimizing the formation of clusters.

The snapshots of the electrodes (Figure 7-9) show the presence of “craters” on the

phenomenon was already observed by several groups

PVK:G (CB) PVK:G (THF)

of the electrodes on films of PVK:G spin-coated from CB (left) and THF (right)

attributed these craters to the presence of localised electrical

rather large fraction of the current passes through a small area

explaining a reduced current in the rest of the diode. However,

demonstrated that the black spots formation was associated with cathode pinhole

defects and could be formed on top of both ITO and glass. By using in

spectroscopy they showed that the non-emissive disk surrounding the pinhole (as seen

) is composed of locally reduced PEDOT while the electroluminescent

is not affected. From their experiments they conclude that pinholes are formed

les during the metal evaporation introducing a pathway for the diffusion of

moisture and oxygen that will then electrochemically react with PEDOT:PSS.

If we also consider that THF is well-known to be miscible with water

used as a stabilizer in THF, however, the THF used in this experiment did not contain

the solution preparation was done in air. Oxygen might thus

in the devices made from THF than CB. The

0.37 nm without the

Thus, CB seems to be a better solvent for G than THF,

minimizing the formation of clusters.

) show the presence of “craters” on the

several groups [175-177] on

PVK:G (THF)

coated from CB (left) and THF (right).

localised electrical

fraction of the current passes through a small area

, Kim et al. [178]

demonstrated that the black spots formation was associated with cathode pinhole

. By using in-situ Raman

emissive disk surrounding the pinhole (as seen

PEDOT while the electroluminescent

pinholes are formed

introducing a pathway for the diffusion of

moisture and oxygen that will then electrochemically react with PEDOT:PSS.

known to be miscible with water (BHT is typically

the THF used in this experiment did not contain any

the solution preparation was done in air. Oxygen might thus be
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present in higher quantities in the solution made with THF than in the solution made

from chlorobenzene.

The presence of more and bigger clusters in phosphorescent OLEDs made from THF

due to aggregation of the triplet emitters together with a higher water and oxygen

content of THF compared to CB might explain the formation of pinholes on the cathode

and, therefore, the failure of the devices made from THF.

One way of resolving this issue might be to use THF handled only in inert

atmosphere and to encapsulate the devices to prevent oxygen and moisture from

entering the devices.

7.3 Conclusion

As seen in this chapter, the choice of the solvent is of tremendous importance when

fabricating devices. It was demonstrated that in pure PVK devices, the performances in

CB and THF are comparable except for the turn-on voltage which is higher in THF

devices. That could be explained by several factors such as a difference in thickness (not

proven by profilometry) but also a less good contact with the anode due to the

side-by-side conformation.

When the copper complex G is introduced, the change of solvent has a crucial

importance since the devices are efficient when spin-coated from CB but do not even

emit a measurable light output when spin-coated from THF. The morphologic

differences were observed by AFM and the presence of bigger clusters on THF films was

shown. These clusters might lead to localised electrical short and/or create pinholes that

allow moisture and oxygen to diffuse in the device and react with PEDOT-PSS leading to

the failure of the devices.
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PART III Near Infrared

OLED
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Near-infrared and infrared OLEDs (700-2500 nm) have received growing attention

over the last years because of their diverse potential applications such as optical

communications, night vision readable displays, laser technology, sensors, wound

healing and photodynamic therapy [167, 179-191].

However, achieving efficient near-infrared (NIR) emission is a challenging target due

to the so-called energy gap rule which predicts that non-radiative decay rate increases

exponentially with decreasing energy separation for a series of related excited states

based on the same chromophore i.e. the quantum efficiency decreases with the energy

gap [192-194].

Several classes of materials have been used to obtain NIR emission. The most

common approach is to employ rare earth metal organic complex of lanthanides (Er3+,

Nd3+, Tm3+, Yb3+) [195-211]. Lanthanide-containing materials have the advantage of

featuring narrow-bandwidth emission in the near-infrared band (800 to 1600 nm) but

have low photoluminescence efficiencies. For example Schanze et al. [212] reported EL

EQE ranging from 8x10-4 to 2x10-4 % at 1 mA.cm-2 using Ln3+ in a porphyrin/polystyrene

matrix and similarly O’Riordan et al. [213] obtained an EL EQE of 0.007 % at 1065 nm

emission with a Nd(9-hydroxyphenalen-1-one)3.2H2O complex based OLEDs. To date

most EL performances obtained with Ln3+ complexes have EQE of less than 0.1 % making

it, still, very challenging to develop efficient materials suitable for NIR emission.

The second class of materials is the transition metal complexes using

phosphorescent emitters to achieve NIR emission [214-220]. One of the first group

demonstrating this concept was Baldo et al. [221] with a platinum complex exhibiting

4 % EQE at 650 nm. Then, Williams et al. [222] used an iridium complex and obtained an

efficiency of 0.1 % with a maximum emission at 720 nm, soon after Borek et al. [223]

achieved 6.3 % EQE with platinumporphyrin compounds that emit at 769 nm and about

8 % EQE at 772 nm [224]. However, 772 nm is, still, far from the telecommunication

window (1300 – 1500 nm) needed for some applications.

These two classes of materials being widely used for NIR emitters, some have had

the idea to combine lanthanides and metal transition complexes together. Indeed, the

use of strongly absorbing chromophores as sensitizers for the f-block emission of the

lanthanides allows one to overcome the fact that the 4f-4f transitions of the lanthanide

ions are forbidden and that their absorption is very weak [225, 226]. The first to report
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such compounds are Klink et al. [227] where they sensitized NdIII and YbIII by

ruthenium(II) tris(bipyridine) ([Ru(bpy)3]
2+) and ferrocene. Subsequently many d-block

chromophores were studied [121, 228-233] and Chen et al. [225] reported an EQE of

0.3 % with a maximum radiance of 6.1 µW.cm-1 at 1060 nm.

Finally the last class of materials contains the low band gap organic chromophores

[234-238]; semi-conducting nanoparticles [239-243] and polymers [202, 244-251] with

the emergence of acceptor-donor-acceptor (ADA) or donor-acceptor-donor (DAD)

polymers [252, 253]. For example, Yang et al. reported D–A–D oligomers that displayed

an EL spectrum peaking at 815 nm and an EQE of 1.6 % [254]. Furthermore, Qian et al.

[255] reported a D-A-D type chromophores with an emission exclusively at 1080 nm and

an EQE of 0.28 %.

The first chapter in this section focuses on NIR OLED incorporating a

benzoselenadiazole copolymer blended in different hosts and leading to 0.21 %

efficiency at 835 nm. Whereas in the second chapter near-infrared emission at 800 nm

was observed from compounds originally emitting at 515 and 540 nm thanks to what is

believed to be an exciplex.
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8 OLEDs based on a benzoselenadiazole

compound

The present chapter reports on the properties of organic light-emitting diodes,

OLEDs, incorporating a polymer from the University of Wuppertal Poly[4,4-bis(2-

ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[1,2-b:5,4-b']dithiophene-2,6-diyl-co-4,7-di(thiophen-2-

yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]selenadiazole-4,7-diyl], TBST in short. The structure of this molecule is

shown in Figure 8-1, and incorporates a benzoselenadiazole unit obtained by replacing

the usual sulphur atom of a benzathiadiazol by a selenium atom. Because the selenium

atom is bigger and more electron-rich than the sulphur atom, the substitution results in

a lower energy-gap polymer with red-shifted emission [256]. TBST also incorporates a

cyclopentadithiophene (CPDT) unit not dissimilar from a fluorene unit, where phenyl

rings were replaced by thiophenes. In this structure the two thiophenes are forced to be

essentially coplanar. This also extends the effective conjugated length of the polymer

and again contributes to lowering the bandgap. The planar structure should facilitate

carrier transfer between two conjugated main chains, thereby allowing good hole

mobilities [257]. These two units are separated by thiophene spacers.

Figure 8-1 Chemical structure of TBST.
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8.1 Experimental details

8.1.1 Materials

Two host materials were blended with TBST: poly[2-methoxy-5-(3’,7’-

dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV) (Sigma-Aldrich) and poly[(9,9-

dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-alt-co-(1,4-benzo-{2,1’,3}-thiadiazole)] (F8BT) (American Dye

Source, Mw: 46,000 g.mol-1). In some devices a poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-

(4,4’-(N-(p-butylphenyl))diphenylamine)] (TFB) (American Dye Source,

Mw: 68,000 g.mol-1) interlayer was used as well.

Ternary blends were made of TBST with F8BT (American Dye Source,

Mw: 23,000 g.mol-1) and Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) (Sigma-Aldrich –

Plextronics, Mn: 30,000-60,000 g.mol-1).

F8BT MDMO-PPV P3HT

Figure 8-2 Chemical structure of F8BT, MDMO-PPV and P3HT.

The optical properties of TBST in solution are summarised in Table 8-1.

Table 8-1 Optical properties (from solution in CHCl3) and polymer parameters for TBST (data from University

of Wuppertal).

Absorption peak
positions (nm)

PL peak
position (nm)

Mn (g/mol) Mw (g/mol) Polydispersity

TBST
353
456
671

816 10,300 20,000 1.94
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8.1.2 Energy levels of the materials

The HOMO-LUMO levels of TBST were determined by cyclic voltammetry

experiments carried out by Dietrich Breusov in the laboratory of Dr. Daren Caruana in

the chemistry department of UCL according to part 3.7.4. These are plotted in Figure 8-4,

Figure 8-11 and Figure 8-18.

8.1.3 Devices

Devices were made with the structure: ITO/PEDOT:PSS (80 nm)/active layer/

Ca (30 nm)/Al (150 nm). The ITO was oxygen plasma treated for 10 minutes immediately

prior to the spin-coating of the PEDOT:PSS, which was then baked at 180°C for

10 minutes on a hot plate.

The active layer consisted of either a pure polymer (F8BT, MDMO-PPV or TBST) or a

blend with the NIR polymer. These were spin-coated in nitrogen atmosphere from

2 wt. % of the polymers/blends in toluene for F8BT devices and 1 wt. % for MDMO-PPV

devices. The thicknesses of these films were around 100 nm.

8.2 Results

8.2.1 Pure material OLEDs

First of all the properties of the pure materials (F8BT, MDMO-PVV and TBST) were

studied. Their absorption spectra are plotted alongside their electroluminescence and

photoluminescence spectra in Figure 8-3.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 8-3 Absorption, Electroluminescence and Photoluminescence spectra (excitation at 325 nm for

F8BT and 412 nm for MDMO-PPV) of thin films of a) F8BT, b) MDMO-PPV and c) TBST spin-coated from

toluene.

F8BT is a green light-emitting copolymer (see Figure 8-2) widely used as a host with

good electron and hole transport properties [258, 259]. The maximum absorption peak

of F8BT is at 461 nm and corresponds to π-π* transitions [260], its PL exhibits two main 

emission peaks at 550 and 580 nm. These values are in agreement with the literature

[209, 258, 261-263].

MDMO-PPV is a red/orange copolymer with good hole transport properties that

shows a maximum absorption peak at 503 nm, EL at 650 nm and PL at 633 nm [264-

266].
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As expected the electroluminescence spectra show that emission of TBST is coming

from the near-infrared with a maximum emission peak at 880 nm and a maximum

absorption peak at 680 nm.

Figure 8-4 Energy diagram of the materials used in these experiments compared with the work

functions of the electrodes. The HOMO and LUMO levels of TBST, F8BT and MDMO-PVV were determined

by cyclic voltammetry at UCL as described in the text and in part 3.7.4. Other values are from literature

[148]. The error on F8BT and MDMO-PPV values are represented.

All three materials have LUMOs lying below the Fermi level of calcium (2.9 eV,

Figure 8-4), thus resulting in a pinning of the electrode Fermi level to the material’s

LUMO and allowing good electron injection. The HOMO level of F8BT (6.0 eV) is very

deep and sits well below the Fermi level of the anode, that of TBST (5.4 eV) is just below

the anode. Therefore, the fact that the light turn-on voltage of TBST was lower than

F8BT (1.4 V and 2.9 V respectively) was, indeed, expected. MDMO-PPV has its HOMO

lying at 5.7 eV, i.e. between F8BT and TBST, its light turn-on voltage is, indeed, located

between that of TBST and F8BT (see Figure 8-5 and Table 8-2).
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a) b)

c)

Figure 8-5 Current-voltage-light characteristics of pure material devices a) F8BT, b) MDMO-PPV and c)

TBST.

It can be seen from Figure 8-5 and Table 8-2 that the maximum light output was

given out by F8BT devices (35000 mW/m2) as one might expect given the known success

of F8BT as a green emitting polymer for PLEDs. As expected from the energy gap rule,

TBST gave out two hundred times less light power at 180 mW/m2. This trend in the

maximum light was reflected in the greater efficiencies with F8BT (1.51 %) than with

MDMO-PPV (1.09 %) and TBST (0.012 %).

Table 8-2 A summary of the principle properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/F8BT or MDMO-PPV or

TBST/Ca/Al devices in average.

Polymer Max. EQE (%)
Light turn-on voltage,
Von (V)@ 0.2 mW/m2

Max. light output
(mW/m2) @ 114 mA/cm2

F8BT 1.51 ± 0.25 2.89 ± 0.40 35000 ± 4000

MDMO-PPV 1.09 ± 0.10 2.02 ± 0.20 22700 ± 4000

TBST 0.012 ± 0.002 1.44 ± 0.15 180 ± 50
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8.2.2 Blended active layer OLEDs

In order to enhance the emission from TBST, aggregation should be minimized and

the energy transfer from a host to the NIR material via Förster energy transfer

maximised. F8BT and MDMO-PPV were chosen as hosts since the HOMO and LUMO of

TBST are falling within the HOMO-LUMO gap of F8BT and MDMO-PPV (see Figure 8-4),

an ideal situation for charge and energy transfer from the host to the guest.

Furthermore, if we compare the absorption of TBST with the PL of F8BT and

MDMO-PPV, the overlap between absorption and photoluminescence spectra is good

enough to expect some Förster energy transfer from the hosts to the guest (see Figure

8-6).

Figure 8-6 Absorption spectrum of TBST compared with the photoluminescence spectra of F8BT

(dashed line) and MDMO-PVV (dotted line) in thin films spin-coated from toluene solutions.

Blended devices were made under the same processing conditions as the pure

material devices (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/Ca/Al) but using an active layer of a blend

of either F8BT or MDMO-PPV with the infra-red emitter TBST. Solutions were

spin-coated from 2 wt. % in toluene for F8BT blends and 1 wt. % for MDMO-PPV blends.
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Figure 8-7 Current-voltage-light characteristics of blend devices: F8BT:TBST 5 wt. % (squares), MDMO-

PPV:TBST 5 wt. % (circles). The current densities are represented by filled symbols and light outputs by

empty symbols.

As we can see in Figure 8-7, when MDMO-PPV was the host, the currents were

higher, the turn-on voltages lower and the maximum light outputs lower than with F8BT

as a host.

a) b)

Figure 8-8 Current-voltage-light characteristics of blend devices a) F8BT:TBST and b) MDMO-PPV:TBST

for the different concentrations of TBST (1, 2, 3 and 5 wt. %) compared to the pure material devices. The

current densities are represented by filled symbols and light outputs by empty symbols.

In both cases, when TBST was added to the host, the current densities and light

outputs decreased and the turn-on-voltages increased (Figure 8-8). When F8BT was the

host the current densities and light outputs decreased until they stabilised. Indeed, the

curves for 2, 3 and 5 wt. % are similar. On the contrary when MDMO-PPV was used as a
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host the current densities and light outputs of the devices decreased with increasing

concentration of TBST. Generally, in the case of charge trapping, the current-voltage

characteristics would be dependent on the guest concentration whereas in case of

energy transfer, the current-voltage characteristics are not sensitive to the variation of

the guest concentration [116]. This hence indicates that charge trapping was occurring

in the MDMO-PPV devices and would explain the lower efficiencies exhibited by the

devices.

Table 8-3 Properties of the devices over a range of TBST compositions. The last column shows the

percentage of emission of the materials in the different blends [F8BT (<650 nm), MDMO-PPV (<740 nm)].

Concentration
of TBST (wt.%)

Max EQE (%)

Light turn-on
voltage

VON (V) @
0.2 mW/m2

Max light
Output

(mW/m2) @
(114 mA/cm2)

Percentage
of emission
from TBST

(%)

TB
ST 100 % 0.01 ± 0.01 1.44 ± 0.15 180 ± 50 100

F8
B

T

0 % 1.51 ± 0.25 2.9 ± 0.4 35000 ± 4000 0

1 % 0.31 ± 0.01 4.7 ± 0.2 3900 ± 700 91.4

2 % 0.23 ± 0.03 5.6 ± 0.3 2900 ± 300 96.7

3 % 0.23 ± 0.02 5.2 ± 0.3 3000 ± 300 98.6

5 % 0.20 ± 0.02 5.3 ± 0.3 2500 ± 100 99.5

M
D

M
O

-P
P

V

0 % 1.09 ± 0.10 2.0 ± 0.2 22700 ± 4000 0

1 % 0.16 ± 0.02 2.4 ± 0.1 3000 ± 200 45.8

2 % 0.08 ± 0.01 2.7 ± 0.2 1300 ± 60 74.2

3 % 0.07 ± 0.01 2.6 ± 0.3 1100 ± 150 78.3

5 % 0.04 ± 0.02 2.9 ± 0.1 600 ± 30 93

The properties of the devices depicted in Table 8-3 show significantly improved

emission properties over the pure TBST devices. The maximum light output from

F8BT:TBST 5 wt. % devices was 16 times greater than that of the pure TBST devices but 8

times lower than that of the pure F8BT devices.

In terms of efficiency, the F8BT:TBST blend performed better than the

MDMO-PPV:TBST with EQEs reaching 0.31 % and 0.16 %, respectively. Maximum

outputs were 3900 mW/m2 and 3000 mW/m2, respectively. The efficiency decreased

with increasing concentration of TBST for both host materials but decreased a lot more

for MDMO-PPV blends. The F8BT:TBST blend decreased by a factor of 1.6 when going
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from the 1 wt.% to the 5 wt.% blend whereas the MDMO-PPV:TBST decreased by a

factor of 4.2.

a)

b)

Figure 8-9 Effect of TBST concentration on the electroluminescence spectra of a) F8BT:TBST and b)

MDMO-PPV:TBST with TBST concentration from 1 to 5 wt. %.

A clear change in the electroluminescence spectra as a function of TBST

concentration was observed in the two systems studied (see Figure 8-9). The peak of

TBST was shifted to the red with increasing concentration; this could be explained by the

presence of intermolecular interactions and aggregate formation. Looking at the EL

spectra, the average emission wavelength of F8BT:TBST in the infrared was at 810 nm

whereas MDMO-PPV:TBST was at 855 nm. The fact that the emission of the blend

MDMO-PPV:TBST was 45 nm-red-shifted could, at least partially, explain the fact that

the devices made from MDMO-PPV were less efficient than the F8BT ones (according to

the energy gap rule).
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The MDMO-PPV devices showed lower efficiencies than the F8BT devices with

0.16 % instead of 0.31 % for 1 wt. % TBST and 0.04 % instead of 0.20 % for 5 wt. % TBST.

The energy transfer from MDMO-PPV to TBST was less efficient than the energy transfer

from F8BT to TBST, given that at 5 wt. % TBST, there was, still, 7 % of the emission

coming from MDMO-PPV and only 0.5 % for F8BT devices.

Table 8-3 shows that only the F8BT:TBST 5 wt. % devices could be regarded as NIR

emitter with 99.5 % of the light coming from TBST.

a) b)

Figure 8-10 EQE plotted as a function of TBST for 1 wt. % to 5 wt. % TBST in a) F8BT and b) MDMO-PPV.

Looking at the EQEs of the devices (Figure 8-10), we observe that the EQE decreased

with the concentration of TBST, independently of the choice of the host. It should be

noticed that the EQEs were calculated over the entire UV-vis/NIR spectrum.

8.2.3 Effect of a TFB interlayer on F8BT devices

TFB is an interlayer spin-coated between the PEDOT:PSS layer and the active layer. It

is believed to prevent the exciton quenching at the PEDOT:PSS interface and, therefore,

improve the device efficiency [23]. It also acts as an electron blocking layer (see

part 5.1.2 for more information).

TFB was spin-coated on top of PEDOT:PSS and baked at 180°C for 1 hour. The

soluble part of TFB was then removed by spin-rinsing with toluene and a 10 to
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20 nm-thick layer was obtained (measured by profilometry). The active layer was then

spin-coated on top of it under the same processing conditions as in parts 8.2.1 and 8.2.2.

Figure 8-11 Energy diagram of the materials used in these experiments compared with the work

functions of the electrodes. The HOMO and LUMO levels of TFB, TBST and F8BT were determined by cyclic

voltammetry at UCL as described in the text or in part 3.7.4. Other values are from literature [148]. The

error on TFB and F8BT values are represented.

Figure 8-12 Comparison of the electroluminescence spectra of a F8BT device and a TFB/F8BT device.

As shown by the comparison of the EL spectra from F8BT and TFB/F8BT devices in

Figure 8-12 the emission arose from F8BT. But the TFB/F8BT devices presented a

shoulder and a shift in the EL spectrum attributed to the formation of an exciplex at the

TFB/F8BT interface [23, 147, 267, 268].

The formation of an exciplex was checked with the help of Marten Tolk using the

Time Correlated Single Photon Counting technique (TCSPC) as seen in Figure 8-13.
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Figure 8-13 Time resolved photoluminescence spectra of F8BT and TFB/F8BT devices at 550 nm excited

with a pulsed laser beam picked at 371 nm, of 270 ps duration entering from the polymer side.

The exciton lifetime (τ) values obtained by TCSPC measurements at a collection 

wavelength of 550 nm are summarized in Table 8-4. The lifetime of F8BT was almost

constant over the whole energy range of emitted photons (1.85 eV to 2.25 eV, i.e.

670 nm to 550 nm). This shows no distinguishable difference between the different

emissive states in terms of their decay time. At room temperature, the radiative

emission from excited F8BT is characterised by a single decay constant. It is influenced

by the distribution of the various distinctive emissive states of F8BT in the solid state

[23] and the solid state excited lifetime was 1.6 ns in our case. When a TFB interlayer

was added, two populations were observed. The first one had a lifetime of 1.3 ns and

the second one of 5.8 ns. Whereas the first lifetime is attributed to F8BT, the longer one

points toward an exciplex emission at the TFB/F8BT interface. Contrary to F8BT only

devices, these values were not constant over the range of the emitted photon energy.

Values of τ1 were between 1.25 and 1.43 ns whereas the values of τ2 were between 4.31

and 9.85 ns when the emitted photon energy varied from 1.85 eV to 2.25 eV (i.e.

670 nm to 550 nm). The dependence of the excited state lifetime on the emitted photon

energy consolidates the assumption on the presence of low energy long lived interfacial

excited states [23]. We also observed that when TFB was added, τ1 was lower meaning

that the excitons decayed faster. This could be due to an energy transfer from the

excitons to the exciplex states [48].
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Table 8-4 A summary of the principle properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/F8BT/Ca/Al devices in

average and compared to pure F8BT devices.

Polymer
Max. EQE

(%)
Light turn-on voltage,
Von (V)@ 0.2 mW/m2

Max. light output
(mW/m2) @ 4mA

(114 mA/cm2)

Lifetime (ns)
at 550 nm

F8BT 1.51 ± 0.25 2.89 ± 0.40 35000 ± 4000 τ1 = 1.6±0.05

TFB/F8BT 1.34 ± 0.25 4.25 ± 0.4 32500 ± 3000
τ1 = 1.3±0.05

τ2= 5.8±0.05

Nevertheless, the exciplexes generated by the introduction of a TFB interlayer did

not improve the efficiencies of the devices as it would be normally expected (see Table

8-4: 1.34 % EQE instead of 1.51 % for pure F8BT devices). Kim et al. [23], for example,

improved their F8BT devices from 0.3 % to 2.1 % by adding a TFB interlayer. In our case

the quenching from PEDOT:PSS might have been already very low and, therefore, the

system was not improved by adding a TFB interlayer. Furthermore, we also observed an

increase in the light turn-on voltage, increasing from 2.9 V to 4.25 V. Additionally

previous literature reported EQEs for ITO/PEDOT/F8BT/Ca/Al diodes of only 0.30 % [23]

and 0.17 % [147], therefore, the surprising result is the very high efficiency of our

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/F8BT/Ca/Al devices rather than the relatively modest performance of

devices with a TFB interlayer which is comparable to the literature. We, thus, believe

that it is due to the very high efficiency of the F8BT and the result of an optimized

thickness.

In Figure 8-14 it is clear that the current densities at a given voltage were much

lower when TFB was added. The lower currents could reflect a less efficient hole

injection that was not expected from the HOMO-LUMO configuration (see Figure 8-11).
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Figure 8-14 Current-voltage-light characteristics of TFB/F8BT devices (circles) compared to F8BT devices

(squares). The current densities are represented by filled symbols and light outputs by empty symbols.

Blends of F8BT and TBST with a TFB interlayer were then fabricated. The current

densities were very low resulting in low maximum outputs (Table 8-5). However, when a

current density near 114 mA.cm-2 was reached, the maximum light output appeared to

be comparable with the data obtained without the TFB interlayer, but the efficiency did

not decrease with increasing concentration of TBST as much as without the TFB

interlayer. The improved efficiency stability over TBST concentration could be due to a

better confinement of the charge carriers within the emitting layer thanks to the

electron blocking properties of TFB.

Table 8-5 Properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/F8BT:TBST/Ca/Al devices over a range of TBST

compositions. The last column shows the percentage of emission of the materials in the different blends

[TFB F8BT (<670 nm)].

Concentration
of TBST
(wt.%)

Max EQE (%)

Light turn-on
voltage

VON (V) @
0.2 mW/m2

Max light Output
(mW/m2) @
114 mA/cm2

Percentage of
emission from

TBST (%)

TF
B

F8
B

T 1% 0.23 ± 0.02 5.9 ± 0.3 1500 ± 500 61.8

2% 0.22 ± 0.02 7.3 ± 1.2 760 ± 200 92.1

3% 0.21 ± 0.02 6.5 ± 0.6 530 ± 270 96.4

5% 0.21 ± 0.03 6.3 ± 0.8 1850 ± 620 99.5
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The emission of F8BT for 1 wt. % TBST devices with a TFB interlayer was much higher

than for F8BT single layer devices, but at 5 % wt. the emission was he same with 99.5 %

emission coming from TBST. In fact, F8BT and TFB/F8BT devices with 5 wt. % TBST were

the only devices with a pure emission in the near infrared (99.5 %). In this case TFB/F8BT

devices showed the best efficiency (0.21 %). Indeed, as we can see in Figure 8-15, the

current densities and light outputs of F8BT:TBST 5 wt. % devices and TFB/F8BT:TBST

5 wt. % devices were very similar

Figure 8-15 Current-voltage-light characteristics of TFB/F8BT:TBST 5 wt. % blend devices (circles)

compared with F8BT:TBST 5 wt. % devices (squares) The current densities are represented by filled symbols

and light outputs by empty symbols.

Figure 8-16 Effect of TBST concentration on the electroluminescence spectra of F8BT:TBST with a TFB

interlayer.
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Similarly to F8BT devices without a TFB interlayer, the peak of TBST was shifted to

the red with increasing concentration (see Figure 8-16); this can be explained by the

presence of intermolecular interactions and the formation of aggregates. The maximum

EL peak for 5 wt. % was at 835 nm and thus 15 nm red-shifted compared to the single

layer devices F8BT:TBST.

Figure 8-17 EQE plotted as a function of TBST concentration for 1 to 5 wt. % TBST

The EQE (%) versus TBST concentration for the TFB/F8BT devices is plotted in Figure

8-17 and shows that no obvious drop was observed in the efficiency contrary to F8BT

single devices and MDMO-PPV devices. The TFB interlayer seems to limit the decrease in

the efficiency occurring with the increase in the concentration of TBST.

8.2.4 F8BT:P3HT blend

Since red emission better matches with TBST absorption a novel approach consisting

of the use of a ternary blend was used. F8BT and P3HT can be blended to obtain a red

emission thanks to a favourable charge transfer and a relatively large Förster radius for

energy transfer from F8BT to P3HT [269].
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Figure 8-18 Energy diagram of the materials used in these experiments compared with the work

functions of the electrodes. The HOMO and LUMO levels of TBST, F8BT and P3HT were determined by cyclic

voltammetry at UCL as described in the text and in part 3.7. Other values are from literature [148]. The

errors on F8BT and P3HT values are represented.

F8BT:P3HT blend devices with 5 wt. % P3HT in a 2 wt. % F8BT solution in p-xylene

were fabricated. As we can see in Figure 8-19 there is a good charge or/and energy

transfer from F8BT to P3HT given that we could not see the emission from F8BT any

longer with only 5 wt. % P3HT.

Figure 8-19 EL spectra of a F8BT:P3HT 5 wt. % blend compared with pure F8BT.

Table 8-6 A summary of the main properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/F8BT:P3HT 5 wt. %/Ca/Al devices in

average.

Polymer
Max. EQE

(%)

Light turn-on
voltage,

Von (V)@ 0.2
mW/m2

Max. light output
(mW/m2) @ 114 mA/cm2

F8BT:P3HT 5 wt % 1.70 ± 0.20 2.1 ± 0.2 25000 ± 7100
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F8BT:P3HT 5 wt. % blends showed good efficiencies (1.69 % EQE) with an emission

in the red (peak at 617 nm) and a light turn-on voltage of 2.1V (see Table 8-6).

Blends of F8BT:P3HT 5 wt. % and TBST were fabricated. The results are presented in

Table 8-7.

Table 8-7 Properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/F8BT:P3HT:TBST/Ca/Al devices over a range of TBST

compositions. The last column shows the percentage of emission of the materials in the different blends

[F8BT:P3HT 5 wt. % (<710 nm) (<720 nm for 1 wt. % TBST)].

Concentration
of TBST (wt.%)

Max EQE (%)

Light turn-on
voltage

VON (V) @
0.2 mW/m2

Max light
Output

(mW/m2) @
114 mA/cm2

Percentage of
emission from

TBST (%)

1% 0.16 ± 0.02 2.2 ± 0.1 2750 ± 200 45.9

2% 0.14 ± 0.02 2.3 ± 0.1 2100 ± 90 71.2

5% 0.09 ± 0.01 2.4 ± 0.1 1400 ± 90 95

10% 0.08 ± 0.01 1.8 ± 0.1 1160 ± 80 98.6

Figure 8-20 Current-voltage-light characteristics of F8BT:P3HT 5 wt. % :TBST 0, 1, 2,5 and 10 wt. %

blend devices. The current densities are represented by filled symbols and light outputs by empty symbols.

As we can see in Figure 8-20, the current densities in the devices were increasing

with TBST concentration.
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Figure 8-21 Effect of TBST concentration on the electroluminescence spectra of F8BT:P3HT 5 wt. %.

Figure 8-21 and Table 8-7 shows that with 1 wt. % TBST, the emission was mostly

coming from the F8BT:P3HT blend, however, the red emission decreased with increasing

concentration of TBST and 98.6% of the emission was from TBST when the

concentration of NIR material reached 10 wt. %. The F8BT:P3HT blend shows a better

energy transfer to TBST than MDMO-PPV but the EQE (0.08 % with a maximum emission

at 840 nm) was, still, much lower than what was achieved with F8BT and TFB interlayer

(0.21 % with a maximum emission at 835 nm). However, their turn-on voltages were

much lower (1.8 V instead of 6.3 V).

Once again the EL peak of TBST was shifted to the red with increasing concentration;

approaching the EL spectrum of a pure TBST device. This could be explained by the

presence of intermolecular interactions and aggregate formation.

A significant drop in the EQE was observed with increasing TBST concentration (see

Figure 8-22).
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Figure 8-22 EQE plotted as a function of TBST concentration for 1 to 10 wt. % TBST.

8.3 Conclusion

Several configurations with different hosts and blends were tested in order to

enhance the efficiency of NIR-OLEDs based on TBST. The charge and/or energy transfer

from the red emitters (MDMO-PPV and F8BT:P3HT) appeared not to be as good as the

one from the green emitter F8BT despite a better absorption from TBST in the red

region. However, they allowed a more red-shifted emission and lower turn-on voltages.

In all experiments the EQEs decreased with increasing concentration of TBST that

might be due to a purer emission from TBST and the formation of aggregates.

Best results were achieved using a TFB interlayer and a F8BT:TBST 5 wt. % blend

exhibiting an EQE of 0.21 % with 99.5 % of the emission in the near-infrared (835 nm).
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9 Near-infrared emission from compounds

emitting in the visible

To most chemists π-conjugated systems are flat, however, by introducing 

appropriate substituents one can twist the aromatic core of the molecule [270, 271].

The influence of twisting the molecule on the properties of the materials is, thus, of

interest.

The group of Aurelio Mateo-Alonso (University of Freiburg) chose to investigate the

effect of the twisting by overcrowding hexaazatriphenylene compounds (HATs) with

triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) [272] and trisobutylsilyl (TIBS) substituents. HAT have been mostly

used in metal complex materials as a bis or tris-chelating ligand [273] thanks to, among

others, its electron deficient π-systems which exhibit metal-to-ligand charge-transfer 

[274]. But HATs are attractive materials for organic electronic devices because of the

wide range of morphologies (crystalline, columnar discotic liquid-crystalline and

amorphous) they can have in films, their electron transporting properties and the fact

that their HOMO and LUMO are easy to tune through substitution [275-277].

In this chapter the effect of the twisting on HAT-TIPS and HAT-TIBS on the

photophysics of the devices will be studied and devices exhibiting near-infrared OLEDs

will be presented.

9.1 The compounds

The compounds were synthesised by Sunil Choudhary (University of Freiburg) and

are composed of a hexaazatriphenylene (HAT) core with triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) and

trisobutylsilyl (TIBS) substituents
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HAT-TIPS HAT-TIBS

Figure 9-1 Chemical structure of the compounds HAT-TIPS and HAT-TIBS – data from University of

Freiburg

As we can see in Figure 9-1 these two compounds differ only by their substituent on

the silicon atom (Si). The close proximity of the bulky substitution distorts the planarity

of the HAT chromophore. Such distortions provide molecules with a D3h or “propeller”

structure (orthorhombic, international symbol mmm).

Figure 9-2 Packing of the molecule HAT-TIPS, one can see the twist of the aromatic core as

well – data from University of Freiburg.
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Figure 9-3 Packing of the molecule HAT-TIBS, one can see the twist of the aromatic core as

well – data from University of Freiburg

The large difference on the volume of their substituents results in very different

packing. Figure 9-2 and Figure 9-3 show that the aromatic cores of the molecules are

twisted and HAT-TIBS’s aromatic core is more twisted than that of HAT-TIPS. This can be

explained by the fact that the substituents of HAT-TIBS are bigger than the ones of HAT-

TIPS.

Furthermore, HAT-TIPS is characterized by a columnar packing whereas HAT-TIBS by

a herringbone packing, which could lead to different morphologies of the spin-coated

films and spectroscopic properties of the compounds. It should be noted that there are

no π-interactions between the layers of HAT-TIPS since they are separated by 8 Å and 

that π-interaction usually happens around 3 Å for this class of compounds [276]. This 

can be explained by the steric crowding spawn by the substituents [146]. Such big

separation between molecules should ensure an effective emission in the solid state

making these types of molecules ideal candidates for OLED applications.
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9.2 Absorption and photoluminescence

The absorption spectra (see Figure 9-4) of HAT-TIPS and HAT-TIBS films were similar

except for the presence of peaks between 550 and 650 nm for HAT-TIBS. These peaks

were also present in the absorption spectra measured in solution at the University of

Freiburg and their origin has not been yet identified.

Figure 9-4 Absorption spectra of HAT-TIPS and HAT-TIBS spin-coated from a 2.5 wt. % toluene solution

The photoluminescence spectra of HAT-TIPS and HAT-TIBS films were measured

with the help of Giulia Tregnago at UCL, by exciting the samples at 325 nm and are

shown in Figure 9-5. HAT-TIPS is characterized by a maximum peak emission at 540 nm

whereas HAT-TIBS shows a peak at 515 nm. We know that the packing of HAT-TIPS and

HAT-TIBS is very different. HAT-TIPS presents a columnar packing type whereas HAT-

TIBS is much less packed. This could explain the red-shift of HAT-TIPS compared to HAT-

TIBS.

Furthermore, the emission peak of HAT-TIBS is very close to the one observed in

solution at Freiburg University (around 500 nm, figure not shown) confirming the

hypothesis of a low packing structure.
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Figure 9-5 Photoluminescence spectra of HAT-TIPS and HAT-TIBS spin-coated from a 2.5 wt. % solution

in toluene measured with a 325 nm laser and the ANDOR

9.3 OLEDs

9.3.1 Basic devices

Devices were made with the structure: ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/Ca (30 nm)/

Al (150 nm). The ITO was oxygen plasma treated for 10 minutes immediately prior to the

spin-coating of the PEDOT:PSS, which was then baked at 180°C for 10 minutes on a hot

plate.

The active layer consisted of a film of pure HAT-TIPS or HAT-TIBS. These were spin-

coated in nitrogen atmosphere from 2.5 % by weight solutions in toluene. The

thicknesses of these films are around 90 nm.

The HOMO-LUMO energy levels of HAT-TIPS and HAT-TIBS were measured at

Freiburg University according to [278]. The results are depicted in Figure 9-6. One can

see that the injection of holes has to overcome a barrier of 0.9 eV which could lead to

unbalanced charge carrier concentration within the devices.
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Figure 9-6 Energy diagram of the materials used in the experiments compared with the work functions

of the electrodes. The HOMO and LUMO levels of HAT-TIPS and HAT-TIBS were determined at Freiburg

University. Other values are from literature [148].

When measuring the current-voltage-light characteristics of these devices, the

photodiode did measure an emission of light, however, this emission was so low that

the ANDOR spectrometer could not detect it and, thus, the measurement of the

electroluminescence spectra of these devices had not been possible. This could be

explained by the fact that the injection of holes is too inefficient leading to unbalanced

charge carrier concentrations and recombination too close to the anode.

Figure 9-7 Current-voltage-light characteristics of pure HAT-TIPS (squares) and HAT-TIBS (circles)

devices. The current densities are represented by filled symbols and light outputs by empty symbols.

As we can see in Figure 9-7, HAT-TIBS devices had higher turn-on voltages and

current densities than HAT-TIPS, which could be explained by their different packing.
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9.3.2 Insertion of an hole-injecting layer

Since hexaazatriphenylene molecules are electron transporter [137, 275-277, 279,

280], a hole injection layer (TFB) (see part 5.1.2) was inserted between the PEDOT:PSS

and the active layers. This extra layer should ease the injection and the transport of the

holes and consequently improve the charge carrier balance in the devices.

TFB was spin-coated on top of PEDOT:PSS and baked at 180 °C for 1 hour. The

soluble part of TFB was then removed by a spin-rinsing with toluene and a 10 to 20 nm

thick layer was obtained (measured by profilometry). The active layer was then spin-

coated on top of it under the same processing conditions as the previous devices.

Figure 9-8 Energy diagram of the materials used in these experiments compared with the work

functions of the electrodes. The HOMO and LUMO levels of HAT-TIPS and HAT-TIBS were determined at

Freiburg University and TFB at UCL, the errors on the values of TFB are represented. Other values are from

literature [148].

From the energy diagram of the materials (see Figure 9-8) one can see that the

insertion of TFB should ease the injection of the hole by reducing the barrier by 0.2 eV.

In this configuration, EL was observed in the infra-red range with no emission in the

visible for HAT-TIBS and a very weak peak at 600 nm for HAT-TIPS as shown in Figure

9-9 a).
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a)

b)

Figure 9-9 a) EL spectra and b) Current-Voltage-Light characteristics of HAT-TIPS (squares) and HAT-TIBS

(circles) devices containing TFB as an interlayer. The current densities are represented by filled symbols and

light outputs by empty symbols.

The maximum peak of the electroluminescence spectra of both compounds is at

810 nm. The small peak at 600 nm noticed in the emission of the TFB/HAT-TIPS devices

could be due to an emission from pure HAT-TIPS or TFB (see part 5.1.2). Emission from

pure TFB is, however, unlikely since its main emission peak is located at 465 nm (see

part 5.1.2).

The large shift observed between the EL and the PL spectra (see Figure 9-5) could be

explained by the formation of an exciplex between TFB and the compounds, and will be

discussed in further details in part.9.3.3.
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Table 9-1 Properties of the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TFB/HAT-TIPS or HAT-TIBS/Ca/Al devices in average.

Max EQE (%)
Light turn-on voltage

VON (V)
Max light output

(mW/m2) @ (114 mA/cm2)

TFB / HAT-TIPS 0.035 ± 0.005 4.4 ± 0.2 410 ± 30

TFB / HAT-TIBS 0.014 ± 0.005 4.1 ± 0.4 55 ± 20

As we can see from Figure 9-9 b) and Table 9-1, the EQE were low and the turn-on

voltage of HAT-TIBS devices was lower than that of the HAT-TIPS devices. At low

voltages, current densities in HAT-TIBS devices were higher than that of HAT-TIPS

devices, however, the light output increased faster in HAT-TIPS devices.

9.3.3 Investigation of the origin of the near-infrared emission

The near-infrared emission obtained by incorporating a TFB layer in the HAT

compounds based OLEDs could be explained by the formation of exciplexes at the

interface TFB/ HAT compounds and would account for near infrared light emission from

visible emitters. A near-infrared exciplex formed at the interface between rubrene and

fullerene was reported from Ng et al. [281] . However, their devices, contrary to the

present work, still, had a non-negligible emission of visible light. Clark et al. [137]

reported a very similar work in which they observe an exciplex at the interface between

a HAT compound and TFB. They proved that the 670 nm emission they obtained was

due to the formation of an exciplex with a lifetime of 0.42 ns compared with 270 ps for

the HAT compound.

In an attempt to verify the assumption of an exciplex formed at the TFB/HAT

interface several experiments were carried out:

First of all, Figure 9-10 shows that the absorption spectra of a 50:50 blend of TFB

and the HAT-compounds resulted from the superposition of the absorption of TFB and

the HAT compounds indicating the absence of ground-state interactions.
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a)

b)

Figure 9-10 Comparison of the absorption spectra of a) TFB, HAT-TIPS and TFB:HAT-TIPS and b) TFB,

HAT-TIBS and TFB:HAT-TIBS

Then, the PL of HAT-TIPS and HAT-TIBS blends with TFB were measured, with the

help of Giulia Tregnago, and are represented in Figure 9-11 . The PL spectra of pure TFB,

HAT-TIPS and HAT-TIBS are drawn as well to ease the comparison.

On both graphs we can see that the first emission peak of the blend is the

superposition of the emission from TFB and of the pure HAT materials. Furthermore, in

both cases we can see the apparition of a second peak near 800 nm that does not

correspond to TFB or the pure HAT compounds.

The presence of this new peak at 800 nm and the absence of ground state

interaction might indicate the formation of an exciplex between TFB and the HAT-

compounds. Furthermore, considering the HOMO/LUMO energy levels of TFB and the

HAT-compounds (see Figure 9-8), the recombination of a hole on TFB and an electron on

HAT can be reasonably considered.
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a)

b)

Figure 9-11 Photoluminescence spectra (excitation at 325 nm) of a) HAT-TIPS and b) HAT-TIBS blended

with TFB. The PL of the pure materials are also represented for comparison purpose.

The assumption of the formation of an exciplex could also be confirmed by

measuring the lifetime of the excited species with the TCSPC (see part 3.3), however, for

now, measuring the luminescence decay of the sample has proven difficult and

experiments are, still, in progress.

9.4 Conclusion and outlook

In the present work it has been shown that it is possible to obtain light emission

from hexaazatriphenylene molecules twisted by triisopropylsilyl and trisobutylsilyl

substituents. Due to the different substituents, the molecules have different packing

that is reflected in their PL spectra.

Furthermore, it has been proven that NIR emission is achievable by using

molecules/polymers that are emitting in the visible via the formation of what is believed

to be an exciplex.
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Some further work would be beneficial such as measuring the excited state lifetime

via time-resolved techniques and an investigation of HAT-TIPS and HAT-TIBS sample via

atomic force microscopy to probe morphology discrepancies or fabricating devices with

another hole-injection molecule/polymer. Using a blend of TFB and a HAT compound

would create a larger interface and might thus improve the efficiency of the devices.
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10 General Conclusion

The fabrication and the characterisation of solution-processed OLEDs, all based on

new materials, synthesized by research laboratories were reported in the present work.

After introducing the background of OLED devices, materials and techniques

necessary to understand the experimental parts of the present work, I focused on the

fabrication of phosphorescent OLEDs based on copper complexes that present the

advantage of being cheap and non-toxic. Chapter 5 introduced the phosphorescent host

and the interlayer that were used together with the transition metal complexes in the

following chapter. A rather complete investigation of their photophysical properties

together with their behaviour in devices was carried out. The improvement of the

injection of charge and of the charge carrier balance in the devices had proven the

benefits of the introduction of hole and electron injection/transport layers.

Furthermore, these experiments did not show the formation of new electrical species

that could influence the phosphorescent devices.

Chapter 6 reported on the properties of the organometallic compounds and their

behaviour in devices when TPBi was used as an electron transport material and when

TPBi and TFB were used simultaneously as hole transport and electron transport

materials. As expected, the compounds that had their triplet energy level below the one

of PVK did not achieve as good characteristics as the one with higher triplet energy

levels. Devices exhibiting EQEs as high as 1.21 % were demonstrated with compound G

and luminances as high as 250 cd.m-2 with compound A. However, due to very broad

emission spectra the colour of all devices were in the white/yellow/orange range and

not in the blue or green region as it could have been expected from the

photoluminescence spectra of the compounds. The photophysical measurements

performed on A and PVK:A suggested the formation of a triplet exciplex, however, to

confirm this result, the experiment should be repeated with a higher energy laser that

better excite PVK.

The solvent chosen to dissolve the active layer of the devices is of tremendous

importance as demonstrated in Chapter 7. It was shown that even though the
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performance of pure PVK devices made from chlorobenzene and tetrahydrofuran were

comparable, the morphological differences were crucial when incorporating the copper

complexe G. The clusters on the THF films were fatal for the OLEDs devices whereas the

devices based on chlorobenzene showed a better film morphology and good

characteristics. The failure of the devices was attributed to localised electrical short

and/or the presence of bigger clusters on THF films that allow the moisture and oxygen

to diffuse in the device.

The second part of the present work was dedicated to a relatively new interest in

OLED research, namely near-infrared devices.

Chapter 8 focused on a benzoselenadiazole polymer emitting at 880 nm. Different

polymers were used as hosts, and the energy transfer from the red emitters

(MDMO-PPV and F8BT:P3HT) appeared not to be as good as the one from the green

emitter F8BT. However, they allowed a more red-shifted emission and lower turn-on

voltages. Best results were achieved using a TFB interlayer and an F8BT:TBST 5 wt. %

blend exhibiting an EQE of 0.21 % with 99.5 % of the emission in the near-infrared

(835 nm).

Eventually chapter 9 demonstrated the possibility of fabricating near-infrared

devices using materials that emit in the visible. This was achieved by using

hexaazatriphthylene molecules twisted by triisopropylsilyl and trisobutylsilyl

substituents and TFB as a hole injection layer.

10.1 Outlook

In the second part of the present work it was demonstrated that the main difficulty

in the making of high efficiency solution-processable OLEDs based on the copper

complexes from WWUM is the lack of good soluble phosphorescent hosts available on

the market with convenient triplet energy levels and emission. It is thus to the chemistry

and the physics labs to collaborate and develop new phosphorescent hosts.

However, researchers are already working on an alternative method that uses a

copolymer incorporating an electron-transporting moiety in its backbone. The main

advantages would be a better charge carrier balance in the device and the possibility of
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avoiding the time-consuming step of the deposition of the electron-transporting layer.

But these kinds of polymers are currently difficult to obtain.

Another possibility to achieve high efficiencies is to fabricate the devices completely

via thermal evaporation. Unfortunately this is not possible at the moment with the

equipment available at UCL.

Finally the work presented in chapter 9 is, still, in its early stage. Some further work

would be beneficial for a better understanding of the compounds properties and the

behaviour of the devices. Researchers from Freiburg University are working on the

synthesis of new twisted compounds in order to further investigate the effect of the

twisting on the properties of the materials. Furthermore, further work will be carried on

at UCL such as the measurement of the excited state lifetime via time-resolved

techniques and the investigation of HAT-TIPS and HAT-TIBS samples via atomic force

microscopy to probe morphology discrepancies. Other experiments could also involve

the fabrication of OLEDs with a blend of TFB and a HAT compound as the active layer. It

would create a larger interface and might thus improve the efficiency; or the fabrication

of devices with another hole-injection molecule/polymer.
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List of abbreviations, mathematical symbols

and compounds

$ US Dollars

% Percent

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ ruthenium(II) tris(bipyridine)

° Degree

°C Celsius degree

µs Microsecond

2-TNATA 4,4',4"-tris[2-naphthyl(phenyl)amino]triphenylamine

A Amper

A Acceptor

Ag Silver

Å Angstrom

acn Acetonitrile

ADA Acceptor-Donor-Acceptor

ADS American Dye Source

AFM Atomic Force Microscopy

Al Aluminium

Alq3 tris(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminium

AMOLED Active-Matrix Organic Light-Emitting Diode

ANR Annealed and Not Rinsed

AR Annealed and Rinsed

Ar Argon

BCP 2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline

BHT butylhydroxytoluene

Ca Calcium

CB Chlorobenzene

CBP 4,4'-N,N'-dicarbazole-biphenyl

CCD Charge-coupled device

cd Candelas

CHCl3 Chloroform
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CIE Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage

cm Centimeter

CPDT cyclopentadithiophene

Cu Copper

D Donor

Dr. Doctor

DA Donor Acceptor

DAD Donor-Acceptor-Donor

DCM Dichloromethane

DFT Density Functional Theory

DMF Dimethylformamide

DPEPhos bis[2-(diphenylphosphino)phenyl]ether

DPEPO bis[2-(diphenylphosphino)phenyl]ether oxide

DPV Differential Pulse Voltammetry

E1/2 Half wave potential

EA or Ae Electronic Affinity

EHOMO Energy of the HOMO level

Ei Ionization Energy

EL Electroluminescent

ELUMO Energy of the LUMO level

Eopt Optical energy gap

Epa Potential of the anodic peak

Epc Potential of the cathodic peak

EQE External Quantum Efficiency

Er Erbium

Et Transport bandgap

ET Triplet Energy

Et al. et alii (and others)

ETL Electron-transporting layer

eV Electron volt

Evac Vacuum level

F8 Poly(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)

F8BT poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-alt-co-(1,4-benzo-{2,1’,3}-thiadiazole)]

Fc+/Fc ferricenium/ferrocene

FRET Förster Resonance Energy Transfer
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HAT hexaazatrinaphthylene

HD High Definition

HOMO Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital

HTL Hole transporting layer

I Current

I(λ) Spectral power distribution

IC Internal conversion

IE Ionisation energy

Ip Ionization potential

ipa Anodic current

ipc Cathodic current

IPES Inverse PhotoEmission Spectroscopy

ISC Intersystem crossing

ITO Indium tin oxide

IUPAC International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry

J Current density

K Exchange integral

K Kelvin

LC Ligand Centered

LCD Liquid Crystal Display

LEC Light-emitting electrochemical cell

LED Light-Emitting Diode

LiF Lithium Fluoride

lm Lumen

LMCT Ligand-to-Metal Charge-Transfer

Ln Lanthanide

LUMO Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital

m Meter

M Molar concentration (mol.L-1)

Mn Number average molecular weight

Mw Weight average molecular weight

mA Milliamper

MC Metal-Centered

MDMO-PPV poly[2-methoxy-5-(3’,7’-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]

MEH-PPV Poly[2-methoxy-5-(2′-ethyl-hexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vinylene]
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MLCT Metal-to-Ligand Charge-Transfer

ms Millisecond

mS Spin projection quantum number

MS Quantum number for the z-component of the total spin.

mW Milliwatt

NANR Not Annealed and Not Rinced

Nd Neodymium

NHE Normal Hydrogen Electrode

NIR Near-Infrared

nm Nanometer

NPB N,N'-di-1-naphthyl-N,N-diphenyl-benzidine

ns Nanosecond

ØL Luminous flux

OLED Organic Light-Emitting Diode

P3HT Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)

PC61BM [6,6]-Phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester

PEDOT Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)

PEDOT:PSS Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonic acid)

PF6- Hexafluorophosphate

PFB Poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(N,N’-diphenyl)-N,N’di(p-butyl-

oxyphenyl)-1,4-diaminobenzene)]

PhD Doctor of Philosophy

PL Photoluminescence

PMMA Poly(methyl methacrylate)

ps Picosecond

PSS Poly(styrenesulfonic acid)

PVK Poly(9-vinylcarbazole)

PYD2 2,6-dicarbazolo-1,5-pyridine

q Electron charge

S Siemens

s Second

S Total spin

SCE Saturated Calomel Electrode

Sn Singlet state, with n the vibronic sub-level

SPM Scanning Force Microscopy
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SWV Sweep Wave Voltammetry

TAZ 3-(Biphenyl-4-yl)-5-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-4-phenyl-4H-1,2,4-triazole

TCTA 4,4´,4´´-tris(N-carbazolyl)triphenylamine

TBST Poly[4,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[1,2-b:5,4-b']dithiophene-2,6-

diyl-co-4,7-di(thiophen-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]selenadiazole-4,7-diyl]

TCCz N-(4-(carbazol-9-yl)phenyl)-3,6-bis(carbazol-9-yl) carbazol

TCSPC Time correlated single photon counting

TFB Poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(4,4'-(N-(p-

butylphenyl))diphenylamine)]

THF Tetrahydrofuran

TIBS trisobutylsilyl

TIPS triisopropylsilyl

Tm Thulium

Tn Triplet state, with n the vibronic sub-level

TPBi 2,2',2"-(1,3,5-benzentriyl)tris-[1-phenyl-1H-benzimidazole] or

1,3,5-tris(phenyl-2-benzimidazole)-benzene or

1,3,5-tris(N-phenylbenzimidazol-2-yl)benzene

TPD N,N'-diphenyl-N,N'-bis-(3-methyl-phenyl)-[1,1'-biphenyl]-4,4'-diamine

TTA Triplet Triplet Annihilation

UCL University College London

UPS Ultraviolet Photoemission Spectroscopy

UV Ultraviolet

V Volt or operation voltage

Vis. Visible

W Watt

wt. %. Weight percent

WWUM Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster

X Quasi-equal to red simulation (XYZ system)

Y Brightness (XYZ system)

Yb Ytterbium

Z Quasi-equal to blue simulation (XYZ system)

β Production efficiency of emissive excitation

γ Number of excitons formed by unitary charge

Δ Interface dipole

ΔEST Exchange energy
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Δt Energy Gap

ηc Current efficiency

ηext External Quantum Efiiciency

ηint Internal Quantum Efficiency

ηlum Luminous efficiency

ηPL Photoluminescence quantum efficiency

λ Wavelength

τ Lifetime value

ΦBe Electron barrier

ΦBh Hole barrier

ΦM Metal work function

χ Out-coupling efficiency

 Colour matching function of the quasi-equal to red simulation X (XYZ

system)

 Colour matching function of the brightness Y (XYZ system)

 Colour matching function of the quasi-equal to blue simulation Z (XYZ

system)


